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PR EF A C E

It is our profound pleasure to give you the copy of Home Management text book 
in your hand in a new format. The syllabus has been upgraded with the knowledge of 
basic concepts as well as some new and interesting topics included in it along with 
some supporting sketches and diagrams.

This text book in Home Management deals with principles and processes of 
management and its application in the home situations. It also provides basic knowledge 
regarding the meaning and importance of Home Management, Motivating Factors in 
Management, Management Process, Decision Making, Family Resources and Household 
Cleaning. The book introduces new and interesting topics giving information about 
Family Housing and Home Furniture. It also focuses on skill enhancement activities 
through the topics on Flower  Arrangement, Landscaping and Gardening. This gives 
hands on experience to the students. It helps in developing entrepreneurship aspect- 
' Earn and Learn' . These topics give an opportunity for having interactive activities 
between the students and teachers helping them to create a strong bond.

Friends, the book gives number of colourful illustrations to enhance the visual 
appeal for students. The language is kept very simple for easy understanding of the 
basic concepts. Number of examples from daily life explain the applicability of the 
basic concepts. There is a . . ode given on the first page. ou will enjoy the 
information that is given through this Q .R. Code. The book gives bibliography, glossary 
and websites too. The finali ed draft of the book was reviewed by e perts and their 
suggestions have been incorporated.

Home Management Book has been prepared through special efforts taken by Home 
anagement committee and study group, subject e perts, uality reviewers and artist. 

Bureau expressed heartfelt thanks to them. 

The committee hopes that the students, teachers and parents enjoy handling this 
text book along with gaining a lot of knowledge.
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C om p eten cy 

  To acquire knowledge about the concept of management.
  To acquire knowledge about the meaning of Home Management.
  To understand the need of Home Management.
  To acquaint with the importance of Home Management in day to day life.
  To develop interest in Home Management. 
  To acquire knowledge about the concept of values, goals and standards.
  To study the characteristics and sources of values 
  To understand the types of goals. 
  To ac uaint with the classification of standards. 
  To identify the interrelationship with values goals and standards. 
  To understand the basic concept of Management process 
  To understand and apply the steps of Management process in day to day life.
  To develop the ability to describe the relationship between planning, controlling and evaluation. 
  To learn the basic concept of decision making. 
  To acquire knowledge of decision making. 
  To understand the different types of decisions. 
  To acquaint with the importance of decision making.
  To understand the meaning and classification of family resources. 
  To acquaint with characteristics of resources. 
  To understand the difference between human and non-human resources. 
  To develop the ability to use the human and non-human resources in day to day life. 
  To develop the ability of recogni ing the factors affecting the use of family resources.
  To understand the importance and need of family housing. 
  To enhance the ability to differentiate between the different types of houses. 
  To develop the ability to select the appropriate site for the house.
  To enhance the ability in selection of home furniture.
  To understand the materials used for furniture and to acquaint with care and maintenance of furniture. 
  To develop the ability to use the principles of furniture arrangement in day to day life. 
  To know the basics of flower arrangement. 
  To develop the ability of using material in flower arrangement. 
  To identify the types of flower arrangement. 
  To understand and apply the principles of flower arrangement.
  To develop the skill in flower arrangement and flower decoration.
  To understand the concept and importance of landscaping.
  To acquire the knowledge of plants used in landscaping.
  To develop skill in kitchen gardening. 
  To understand the basic concept to household cleaning. 
  To develop the skill in using different equipment and reagents in household cleaning.

C om p eten cy S tat em en ts 
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 F or  T eac hers

Home is the most important and inseparable aspect of every person’s life. It is 
where an individual grows and develops. To achieve good health, happiness and 
satisfaction of the family members, management becomes an integral part of family 
life. Home management is a unique subject dealing with the application of principles 
and practices of management process aiming towards achievement of family goals. 

As the subject is being introduced at 11th standard, it aims at giving the 
scientific knowledge of ome anagement to students. This te tbook is focused 
on understanding the concept and application of resources, management process, 
decision making and their utility in the achievement of goals of the family. It also 
deals with the values, goals and standards which are very important in day to day 
life and helps a person to become a good and responsible citi en. 

Apart from these fundamental concepts of management, the textbook covers 
new topics like family housing, landscaping and gardening and household cleaning. 
These topics would help to be beneficial to develop an aptitude in selection of a 
suitable house, smooth functioning and improvement of its aesthetic value. The 
topics like furniture arrangement, flower arrangement and kitchen garden prove to 
be beneficial in enriching the entrepreneurial skills. 

This textbook includes interesting information and suitable illustrations to 
achieve the above said purpose. The figures, pictures and photographs will help 
the students to understand the subject clearly. Considering the advancement in 
technology, Q . R. Code is introduced to give more and recent information to the 
students. This new format of the te tbook is activity based and emphasi es on 
related activities and practical experiences. It is expected that the teachers give 
exposure to the students for hands on experience and use of technology for skill 
development. 

In the present scenario, the knowledge of this subject is becoming more and 
more essential considering the crunch of available resources and the ever increasing 
demands on them. 

The structure of this te tbook will e pose the students to newer fields of 
knowledge. We believe that the teachers and parents would receive this book with 
full support. 
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 .  eaning and efinition of anagement
 .2 eaning and efinition of ome anagement
 .  eed and Importance of ome anagement

 Let’ s Discuss :
 . What is anagement
 2. What is ome anagement

anagement is a planned activity directed 
towards accomplishing desired goals. It plays 
an important role in everyday life. It is an art 
of doing work in an effective and efficient 
manner. In day to day life we are performing 
various types of activities to fulfill demands. 
These activities are carried out in a systematic 
way by using steps of management process like 
planning, controlling and evaluation.

Do you  k n ow  :  
The term ome anagement  was coined 

by aria arloa in . The term was used 
with reference to accomplishment of any 
household activity.

ome anagement is the administrative 
side of family living. ccording to ickell 
and orsey, ome anagement is planning, 
organi ing, controlling, and evaluating the use 
of resources available to the family for purpose 
of attaining family goals.  ow a days, home 
management is known as Family esource 

anagement. 
ere, the discussion about the ome 

anagement or Family esource anagement 
focuses on the meaning and definition of 
management.

e i efi i i e e
 anagement is an important element of 

family living. It is the natural outcome of 
human association in the home environment.  

anagement is a planned and systematic activity 
for doing work. ne has to perform various 
activities in a systematic way by planning, 
controlling and evaluating the things to meet 
the various needs and demands. anagement 
is a mental process. It involves decision 
making that leads to action. It is a means of 
accomplishment. In view of the changes taking 
place in the society as well as within the 
household, management becomes an intelligent 
means to deal with such changes, keeping in 
mind that the process of management does not 
change at all. i p e e e
i p ce ic i i e e ce i e

cc p i i i i i
anagement is or means a process 

consisting of three steps planning, controlling 
and evaluating use of resources in order to attain 
desired goals . 

There are many definitions of management. 
ome of them are simple while others are little 

elaborative.

e e i ie
Find out more definitions of management 

and summari e what is common in all of them.

e i p e efi i i e e
i i e c ie e

c i e e  
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e e e e i
e c i i

e ce

p e e e i e

sing to achieve What you want

 esources

i Si p e efi i i e e

In the above definition what you have 
means available resources and what you want 
means individual or family goals.  It needs to be 
clarified that the purpose of management is not 
merely to balance what you have  and what 
you want . In fact, the need of management 
arises only when there is imbalance between 
these two. Therefore the definition stated above 
can be modified as 

i e e e c ie e
e e

p e e e i e

sing the least of to achieve
 what you 
 have  
    

    oals

i ifie efi i i e e

The above definition clarifies the need of 
using minimum resources for fulfillment of the 
best possible goals, planning well in advance, 
working as per the plan and looking back to find 
out the achievement of goals and satisfaction of 
family members.

e i efi i i e
e e

Individuals and families have a number 
of goals to achieve. For the achievement of 

these goals, it becomes necessary to identify 
and allocate the available resources. ecision 
making plays an important role here. onsidering 
the fact that there are multiple goals and that 
the available resources are limited, it becomes 
essential to prioriti e the goals. The resources 
must be assessed and analysed to ascertain 
the correct combination for the best result. 

ppropriate use of management principles and 
processes by individuals and families, determines 
the effectiveness in achievement of the desired 

uality of life to a great e tent.
 home, where in family goals are being 

attained with some degree of satisfaction 
may be considered a well managed home. In 
this conte t, management plays dynamic and 
important role.

Thus ome anagement is defined as 
follows :

e e e i p e
i p i i i c i
e i e e e e ce i e

e i e p p e i e
i

ross and randall defines home manage
ment in an elaborate way to put forward  
a clearer picture as follows :

e e e c i e ie
eci i i p e p ce i
i e ce c ie e i
e p ce c i ee e e

c ec i e ep p i c i e
i e e e e p i e c i i

e e i i e ec e e e
e e i e p ep
e p i  

This definition clearly states that home 
management is a mental process consisting of 
decision making and the process has definite 
successive steps.
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ee p ce e
e e

Let’ s Discuss : 
ow today s  families  are different than 

the families from the olden days

anagement plays an important role in 
everyday life. The society as well as the family 
has undergone a number of changes over the 
years.  family today is a lot different than 
it was in the older days. ow a days, number 
of nuclear families are increasing. In nuclear 
families, demands on time and energy of 
homemaker are increasing because of her dual 
role i.e. in the family and at the place of work. 
Thus, there is a need to manage the use of 
available resources to complete the assigned 
work and various tasks.  

ue to progress in science and technology, 
the family life is changing which re uires 
application and practice of management 
principles and processes. ousewives, who 
have started making use of time and labour 
saving devices, need skillful management of 
non human resource like money. Increasing 
standard of living and availability of variety of 
goods and services widen the choice of selection 
while purchasing re uires good decision making 
process. 

For e ample, an employed homemaker 
wisely choose ready to eat food items to 
conserve time and energy. 

e  
nlist more such e amples where ome 

management has helped us towards more 
efficient use of resources.

The other developments like advanced 
medical science, new technology in medical field  
increasing the general lifespan of human beings, 
science, technology, computer technology, 
advancement in communication technology, 

population e plosion, unemployment etc. have 
an impact on the family life and simultaneously 
influence management of resources. Family 
members need to cope up with such changes. 

anagement helps to adapt these changes. To 
get ma imum satisfaction and achieve family 
goals effective use of human and non human 
resources is vital. anagement teaches us how 
effectively such resources can be used.

To attain and maintain proper balance in 
availability of resources and achievement of 
goals in terms of desired uality of life, standard 
of living, health, happiness and satisfaction of 
family members, home management plays an 
important role. Its importance can be listed as 
follows :
  ome anagement helps to do things in an 

organi ed manner. 

  It assists in taking decisions and making 
choices by selecting one of the best 
alternatives from many alternatives. 

  It acts as an adviser of decision making in 
the family.

  It helps to identify and allocate the resources 
and to plan out the proper utili ation of 
available resources. 

  It directs the way of life and the uality of 
human association. 

  It is a means of using resources effectively 
for the attainment of family goals.

  It helps to conserve values of individuals 
and family.

  It supports the family to attain all round 
development of the family members.

  It serves to bring satisfaction and happiness 
by contributing to overall health and well 
being of the family members.

  It motivates us to adapt right approaches 
towards changing scenario and difficult 
situations.
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  anagement is a planned activity directed 
towards accomplishing desired goals.

  anagement is a planned and systematic 
activity for doing work.      

  The simplest definition of management is, 
using what you have, to achieve what you 

want . ere, what you want refers to family 

goals and what you have consists of family 
resources.

   ome anagement is planning, organi ing, 
controlling and evaluating the use of the 
resources available to the family for the 
purpose of attainment of   family goals.

   ome anagement plays an important role 
in everyday life.

e ci e

  ec i e e i
ip e c ice e i

  . anagement is a planned and __________ 
activity for doing work.

   a  systematic          
   b  Intangible              
   c  unorgani ed
  2. ome anagement is planning, 

organi ing, controlling and evaluating 
the use of the ______ available to the 
family for the purpose of attainment of 
family goals.

   a  values           
   b  resources            
   c  power
  . mployed homemaker wisely choose 

ready to eat food items to conserve ____ 
and energy. 

   a  skill            
   b  money              
   c  time
  . ______ helps us to do things in an 

organi ed manner.
   a  ome anagement          
    b  ecision making            
   c  ontrolling

  
 . ome anagement helps to _____ and 

allocate the resources.
   a  value            
   b  delete            
   c  identify

 e i e e e i e e
e e e

  a. ome anagement is the emotional side 
of family living.

  b. anagement is a mental process.
  c. n employed homemaker wisely choose 

ready to eat food items to conserve 
money and skill.

 efi e e e
  a  anagement
  b  ome management     

    S e e i

 i e e
  a  eaning of anagement
  b  eaning of ome anagement
  c  eed of ome anagement
  d  Importance of ome anagement



ec
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 2.1 Values
 2.2 Goals
 2.3 Standards
 2.4 Inter-relationship between values, goals, standards

 Do you  k n ow ? : Meaning of values, goals and standards 

Values, goals and standards are the deciding 
factors of management. Every family always 
finds various alternative ways and selects a 
particular alternative while performing various 
activities or solving problems.

very family can find a number of ways 
( alternatives) of doing some activity or to solve 
problems. The alternative that is finally chosen 
for taking action is decided by certain factors. 
These factors direct us to select or reject particular 
course of action. We may not be aware of these 
factors or their commands on our decision 
making, but they are influencing us all the time. 
These factors are values, goals and standards.

they value those things. For example; love, 
friendship, loyalty, etc. The word ‘ value’ is used 
in different context for example moral values, 
aesthetic value, instrumental value. 

Values motivate human behaviour. They 
provide a base for judgement, discrimination and 
analysis. Because of these, we are able to make 
intelligent choice between different alternatives. 
They give meaning to our life. They are the 
one that provide us an answer when we have to 
make a choice between two or more alternatives. 
Values are the basic philosophy and motivating 
factor in our lives. It helps in deciding the 
course of action to be taken from a number of 
alternatives and also to decide which type of 
goals we should set for ourselves. Largely they 
answer the question of, why one makes a choice 
between two or more courses of action. They 
give the directions through the importance of 
an objects, situations, and ways of doing things. 

Some common values, which are universally 
important are honesty, love, art, comfort, health, 
knowledge etc. 

efi i i
ic e e e

i e c i e i e e
e e p c i e c i e ee

i i i e ec i i
i i e i e

e i i i e e c i e
i e i e i e

c i i e e  

e
i e e i e

 1. Value of education
 2. Value of equipment and material

The term value means the importance or 
worth that is given to any object, situation, 
principle or idea. In our life, everyone gives 
more importance to certain things and so 

S

e

eci i
c

e e
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The basic motivating values of human 
behaviour are as follows :

e fi

i pe e i  
i ific ce

  e  It is basic value in human relation.
   e  For physical and mental well-

being.
   i i  To get success in achievement.
   For making life as pleasant 

and agreeable for living.
  e e i  Search for 

truth.
   ec ic i c i  By Skilful 

workmanship.
   Creative and imaginative activities, 

sportsmanship and teamwork.
    The interest in beauty in all forms 

of expression.
   e i i  To know basic philosophy of 

human life.
     pi i  To get pleasure in enter-

taining the guest.

i

c e i ic e
   Values are closely related to our life.
   They influence our behaviour, attitude, 

thinking and personality.
   A value is always important to the person 

who holds it.
   Values develop from many sources and 

are influenced by many factors.
   Values are self created and self developed. 
   Values are always changing. They may get 

modified due to time and circumstances.
   Values do not change easily. They may 

change  slowly and gradually after some 
years.

   The intensity of values vary from 
individual to individual. 

e i i i
  e e i e e ce e

c S ce e

e i i c

   i  The values followed by families 
influence the children. hildren inherit 
those values slowly. The families have 
a major responsibility for developing 
right kind of values among children. An 
atmosphere in the family should be such 
that children will pick up the appropriate 
values. As children imitate their elders 
they accept certain values like, affection, 
love, comfort, health, honesty, truthfulness 
and respect for others.

   Sc  Environment in the school affects 
the values of children. As the students 
belong to different environment, having 
different nature and various economic 
and social status, their values may differ. 

   School thus has a major responsibility 
in developing the right kind of values 
in children like sympathy, co-operation, 
compromise, honesty etc.

   e i i  eligion influences values 
of individuals. Though most of the 
religions agree on certain values like 
love, honesty,empathy etc. there is a 
difference in values propagated by 
different religions. 

fi
e i e e c e e i

i

   e  Values differ in different 
culture and children accept the values  
of the culture in which they grow. For 
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example, Indian culture teaches children 
to respect elders and obey them. 

   Thus values inculcate from various 
sources including community, experiences 
and  the peer groups.

e i c
What common values are found in peer 
group?

pe e
e e c ifie

e

     i ic e i ic e

   i ic e  Intrinsic values are 
important and desirable  simply for their 
own sake. They are worthy of being 
sought for themselves. Intrinsic values 
stand alone and represent strong values 
that are important in themselves. They 
originate from philosophy of life of a 
family or individual. eg. Person enjoying 
sunset at the sea shore.

   i ic e  An extrinsic value 
is a means of attaining other values 
or goals . These are sometimes called 
instrumental values. These may also be 
strong values but they help or assist an 
intrinsic value. For example, if a person 
values intelligence and education, the  
goal may be pursuing higher education. 
In this case, intelligence is intrinsic value  
in order to achieve that goal. Other 
values like sincerity, punctuality, hard 
work, regularity in attending classes and 
concentration in studies are instrumental 
or extrinsic values.

e i e e

i ic e i ic e

Individual

Family

Peer group

Neighbours

e e e i

Goals are the desires or aims of the families 
or individuals who are willing to work for. A 
person who is inspired to do some task, most 
probably it is his her goal. oals are influenced 
by the social environment and the people around 
us may encourage or discourage us about the 
selection or attainment of goals. 

Goals are created from our desires, values, 
experiences, environment and attitude. They are 
very important in our life. Each and every family 
puts in hard work to achieve the goal. Goals can 
also be achieved by effective management.

i

efi i i
cc i e e
“ Goals are the things we set out to 

accomplish a work to be reached and a 
purpose to be achieved.”

cc i ic e e
“ Goals are nothing more than the end that 

individuals or families are willing to work 
for.”
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e i e i i pee p
e

	 Writing a letter.
  Completion of H.S.S.C. standard.
  Going for a movie.
  Purchasing a house.
  Organizing a picnic.

e c ifie
e i e e e

i e
   i i These goals are decided 

by an individual. Every individual has 
various types of goals. The individual 
tends to work hard to achieve his/her 
goals. Individual goals taken quickly. 
For example, getting good marks in the  
exam , buying gift for friends.

   p  Number of individuals 
are involved in this type of goals.  Each 
and every group member works hard for 
the achievement of such goals. The role 
of  group leader becomes  important  in 
motivating each group member; group 
goals take a long time. For example, 
arranging picnic, celebrating college day 
etc.

  e i i i e e i e
c ie e e

   e e  The means end 
goals are lesser goals. They are the 
decisions, made or the steps taken to 

attain intermediate goals. There are many 
means end goals that end in themselves 
and that are to be reached with a smaller 
number of activities. For example, when 
a woman wishes to keep her home 
attractive she sets an intermediate goals 
for herself, to achieve it, she sweeps the 
floor, cleans the dust, mops the floor, 
arranges the furniture. By combining 
these means end activities, she attains 
her intermediate goal.

   e e i e  Intermediate goals 
are nothing but the link between short term 
and long term goals. They have definite 
characterstics and serve a purpose in your 
life time achievement. The time duration 
involved in intermediate goals is longer 
than the short term goals. Achievement 
of these goals is measured in terms of 
several months or years. For example; 
to complete graduation, students will 
require few years. During this course of 
study it is difficult to make out a class 
schedule for entire duration. They may 
not be as clearly defined as short term 
goals. J ust like short term goals, these 
intermediate goals may help students in 
attaining long term goals.

   S e  Short term goals are 
achieved in short span of time. These can 
be for a few hours, a day or a week. 

hort term goals are well defined and 
identified, as it is  easy to form clear 
picture for them. These goals are always 

pe

e i e e e e e i i i e e i e
 

 Individual  Group Mean end  Intermediate   Short Term  Long Term
 Goal Goal Goal Goal Goal Goal
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large in number. Since they are well 
defined and  it is easy to achieve  them. 
For example; completing an assignment 
and going for shopping, etc. 

   e  Long term goals are 
achieved in longer period of time. They 
are the goals that have real meaning to 
the family life. Long term goals may not 
always be clearly defined, since their 
achievement is not anticipated in the 
nearer future. They are more complex and 
their realization requires a combination 
of many activities and utilization of a lot 
of resources. Long term goals can also 
include more than one or more goals. 
For example; building a house, getting 
married etc.

 e i

i i

Mean end goal

Short term goal

Intermediate goal

Long term goal

S
e e e

Standards serve as a measured criteria for 
measurement of objects or ways of doing things. 
They are what individuals and families will accept 
as adequate and worth working for. Standards sets 
the limit, which we accept in working towards a 
goal. These are more specific and easily seen as 
compared to values and goals. 

A standard can be used as a scale for 
comparison. For example: living standards of 
middle class or upper class families. The pattern 
of work acceptable and agreeable to our minds 
is called standards. 

cc i ic e e
 “ Standards are a set of measure of values 

stemming from our value patterns determining 
the amount and kind of interect in something 
and the satisfastion we receive.”  
cc i e ce e

“ standards are considered as base of 
evaluation.”

ific i

 e i c
ross and randal classified standards as :

 i) Conventional standards   
 ii) Flexible standards   
 iii) Individual standards

 i e i  Conventional 
standards are those patterns of work 
which are traditionally followed by the 
large number of  community, which are 
accepted by individuals from generation to 
generation. They are fi ed and can not be 
changed. If needed, the person will have to 
change to adjust to these standards but the 
standards cannot be changed for the person. 
For example; preparing sweets for Diwali.

 ii e i e  In this type of 
standards, individual is a centre of attraction. 
Fle ible standards allow us to fulfil our 
activities according to situations. Changes 
can be made in these standards according 
to human needs. Flexible standards give 
more freedom to our  life  which therefore 
becomes more relaxed.

  For example,  newly married woman wears 
ironed clothes, and after having children, 
most of the times it will be difficult to 
maintain this standard.

 iii i i  The standard of every 
individual is usually fi ed. These standards can 
be conventional or fle ible because these have 
been chosen by an individual to comfort his/
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her  needs, ideas and convenience. Individual 
standards can be changed according to the 
situation and availability of resourses. For 
example; performing yoga or meditation as 
a daily routine.
i

Conventional standards

Flexible standards

Individual standards

e e i ip e ee e
 These three factors 

are the deciding or motiviting factors of 
management and they are interrelated. 

Figure 2.4 ( a) Example shows inter-relatioship 
between values, goals and standard.

Figure 2.4 ( b) Example shows interrelationship 
between values, goals and standard.

c i

c i e
e ee

e

S cce
i e i

S

Values, goals, and standards are closely 
related concepts. Values are the  prime 
motivating force in management. The values 
developed through family, neighbours, friends, 
society and environment etc. help to identifly 
goals. Goals are set due to values and also 
help to select or choose particular standards.
The goals and standards modify the values of 
a person. Values and goals work together to 
establish the standards. They help us to know 
which standards are fi ed and which standards 
are fle ible. 

Values, goals and standards not only affect 
the way we lead our lives but they also affect 
our management process and decision making. 
Goals are decided before performing a task. Due 
to goals a person gets  motivated. Therefore 
person is able to take proper decisions. It  
means, standards evalute the work. In decision 
making these three factors, show the appropriate 
direction or path. For e ample, to learn flower 
arrangement is a goal of a student. Therefore, 
the student will try to practice it frequently and 
form the style of flower arrangement through 
which the standard of the student will be 
recogni ed and this reflects artistic value. 

It is understood that values, goals and 
standards are interrelated even though these 
are different concepts. If these are properly 
interrelated in the task, success will be achieved. 
Therefore, these three deciding or motivating 
factors of management are interrelated.
Give an e.g. which shows the inter-relationship 
between values, standards and goals.

                                                        
                                                

e

i e

e

ie
e ci e

S

e

e

S
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 ec

  Values, goals, and standards are certain 
factors which influence our management 
process and decision making all the time.

  Value is the basic philosophy and 
motivational factor in our life.

  alues are classified as intrinsic and 
extrinsic.

  Goals are the things we set out to accomplish, 
a work to be reached and purpose to be 
achieved.

  Goals are divided into short term , long 
term, means end and  intermediate goal.

  Standards are the pattern of work acceptable 
and agreeable in  our minds.

  tandards are classified into conventional, 
fle ible and individual standards.

  onventional standards are fi ed, rigid and 
can not be changed.

  Flexible standards can be adjusted to match 
the situation. Individual standards are fi ed 
by himself.

  Values, goals and standards  are closely 
related . Goals and standards are stem from 
values.

e ci e

 ec i e e i
ip e c ice e i

  1. Following are the motivating factors 
        behind management process ___ ____ . 

 a) planning, controlling, evaluation. 
   b) values, goals, standards. 
   c) goals, planning, evaluation.

  2. Values that are important for their own 
sake are called, _______ .

   a) intrinsic values
   b) extrinsic values  
   c) instrumental values

  .  student stands first in e amination is 
which type of example of goals.

   a) individual 
   b) group 
   c) common
  4. Conventional standards are basically in 

nature.
   a  fle ible 
   b) rigid 
   c) permanent

 e i e e e i e e
e e e i e

  a) Values decide our goals but not our 
standards.

  b) Standards can be seen more easily than 
values or goals.

  c) Conventional standards can not be 
changed easily.

  d) Every individual has the same goals.
  e) Flexible standards can never be changed.
  f) Values help in establishing goals and 

standards.
  S e e i

i e e i e e ee
  a) Short term goals and Long term goals
  b) Intrinsic values and Extrinsic values
  c) Conventional standards and Flexible 

standards
  d) Individual goals and group goals
  i e e e i
   a) Intrinsic value
   b) Extrinsic value
   c) Short term goal
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   d) Intermediate goal
   e) Types of standards

   e e i
   a) Write the various sources of values.
   b) Write the characteristics and types of 

values.
   c  efine goals. Write types of goals.
   d  efine standards and e plain the 

classification.

   ec i e
   a) List out your values as a student.
   b) List out the goals set by a student.
   c) Give priority wise list of your own 

values.
   d  Find out the fle ible and conventional 

standards for your family.
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 3.1 Introduction to Management Process
 3.2 Steps in management process
   Planning 
   Controlling
   Evaluation
 3.3 Relationship between planning, controlling and evaluation 

3.1 I n trod uction  to M an age m en t Proc ess :

Do you  k n ow  ? : 
Family is the basic unit of any society. It is a group of two or more members sharing the same  

household who are related to each other by blood, marriage or adoption. In the house, as 
a group they share various resources like money, various equipments, vehicles, services 
like electricity, air conditioning etc. All such resources are limited. This is where a need of  
management is realized. The family members work for achievement of common goals of the  
family for example, building a house, purchase of a car etc. thus it becomes necessary to formulate 
a plan of action, delegate responsibilities and to organize and control the use of available human and  
non human resources. fficient and effective management plays a very crucial role here. It is a 
means of using available resources for the achievement of family goals, leading to satisfaction and  
happiness. Effective use of resources helps in the overall development of family members and 
to improve the quality of life. 

R em em b er it :

The home has to be managed for twenty four 
hours for giving utmost satisfaction to family 
members. Each woman is a home-manager 
to some extent. She handles and manages lot 
many resources like money, energy, time, skills, 
capacities, intelligence, equipments etc. for 
providing maximum satisfaction to the family 
members. Each day management process is used 
consciously or unconsciously in most of the 
activities. It might be a very simple activity like 
purchase of monthly grocery where management 
process would be used at an unconscious level. 
But for an activity like organizing a birthday 
party in the house, scientific use of management 
process becomes necessary, where conscious 
decisions have to be made to reach the goals. 

In the earlier chapter, we have seen the concept 
and meaning of management. This unit focuses 
on the process of management.  

3.2 Step s in  M an age m en t Proc ess :

A l w ays  rem em b er : 
Management process consists of three basic 

steps-planning, controlling, and evaluating 
the results.

Use of steps in management process is 
essential for achievement of a goal. Planning 
is done before the action starts, controlling is 
done during the action and evaluation is carried 
out after the action is completed. 

Thus it can be stated that these three steps 
occur in a time sequence - 
   Planning is done for future-takes place 

before the action.

  3.  M an age m en t Proc ess 
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   Controlling takes place for present action- 
occurs while the action takes place

   Evaluation is carried out when the action 
is over-takes place after the action has 
taken place.

For example, if a group of friends want to 
go for watching a movie on coming Sunday, 
they will plan for it on the previous Sunday. 
Control the plan while going and watching the 
movie. ook back to find out whether the movie 
was enjoyed by everyone, whether there was 
any problem after they return from the movie. 
  a)  Pl an n in g :

 Let’ s Discuss : 
 What is planning?

i i efi e ppi e
c e c i c ie e e

It is the first and a very important step in 
management process. It decides the effectiveness 
of management process. It is a mental process of 
choosing an appropriate solution or procedure 
for the achievement of a goal or for solving 
some problem. It involves a series of decisions 
for future action. Decision is an important part 
of planning, where the best method of achieving 
a goal is clearly chalked out in detail.

The value of planning lies in the fact that it 
occurs before the action takes place. 

Let’ s Discuss: 
Various abilities useful in the step of planning :

  e i i e  Through 
the ability to recollect and remember, a home 
maker uses her past experiences which give 
an advantage for preparing a better plan.

  e i  Home maker uses her 
observation to make use of what has been 
learnt in the past through observation 
as well as what is being observed in the 
surrounding when people are working 
towards achievement of their goals. 

  R eas on in g an d  an al yt ical  ab il ity:  Home 
maker’s reasoning and analytical ability 
helps in identifying the merits and priorities 
of the various alternatives that are available 
to her. 

 A l w ays  rem em b er : 
The above abilities help to judge a situation 

in a perfect manner to prepare a good and 
workable plan. 

Do you  k n ow  ?
e ep i p i

i e e ee ep
 1. R eco i i e p e ec i i

e e cc p i e  The problem 
or the goal must be clearly identified and 
understood by the family members so 
that collective efforts can be done for its 
solution or achievement. For example, a 
family may set a goal of purchase of car 
which must be accepted by each family 
member so that efforts can be diverted for 
its accomplishment. 

 See i i e e e i e  Once 
the problem or goal is understood, 
family members should start finding out 
alternatives. For the example stated above, 
various alternatives may be found out by the 
family like purchase of a car available on 
resale, purchase of a new car that runs on 
petrol or on diesel or on CNG or purchase 
an Electric car.  

 i e ee e i e  It is 
necessary to think about each alternative and 
to find out the advantages and disadvantages 
of each alternative that means to mentally 
go through each alternative. After this the 
choice is clearly indicated.
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U se you r b rai n  : 
Search one example for each of the  

characteristics learnt above.

i
Advantages of planning in management 

process.

  Planning helps to forecast the future action.
  It helps to see the activities that must be 

performed to reach goals.
  Planning involves problem solving. Thus it 

provides guidelines to solve problems or to 
reach the goals.

  Planning makes it possible for the individual 
or the family to use the available resources 
effectively for reaching the goals.

  Planning provides a basis for other 
managerial activities like : organizing, 
controlling, and evaluating.                                                                                                                                    

e i c e ep c i

Controlling is the second step of management 
process. i efi e p i e p i
c i i i i e e i e  

It simply means starting the work according 
to the plan and adjusting the same when and 
where it seems necessary. It means individual 
or joint efforts in making the plan work. When 
the plan is for an individual himself, it requires 
motivating oneself to initially start the action 
and also at times at an intermediate stage. When 
a group is involved for example, when it is a 
plan for a group project to be completed before 
the deadline for submission, there is a need for 
leadership and joint action. 

 A l w ays  R em em b er :
  Lot of plans are made but they are not put 

into action. Controlling step is important 
for putting the plan into action.

  Some people feel that controlling is just 
working according the plan, but at times it 

  i i e e ep p i
i e ee e ep
  a) Developing an order of importance 

between the various parts of the plan, 
so that a part of the plan can be omitted 
if needed.

  b) Coordinating various parts of the plan.
  c) Determining a time sequence for carrying 

out most of the plans.

i e p e i e i e
step s in  p l an n in g

c e i ic p i

e e e e i

  F l exib l e : Both the plan and the planner 
should be fle ible to meet the necessary 
changes. As soon as the planner realizes 
about the changes in the situation, goals 
or availability of resources, it becomes 
necessary to make modification in the plan. 

uch modifications can be incorporated only 
if the plan and the planner both are fle ible. 
For example, on receiving a message from 
the maid about her absence, the home maker 
postpones her plan of a shopping trip to 
the next week so that she can attend to 
completion of the household tasks. 

  R eal istic : Plan should be realistic in the 
use of available resources. For example, a 
homemaker must understand the limitations 
on her human resources especially on time 
and energy, before she plans to accept the 
proposal of overtime work in the office after 
the regular office hours.  

  C om p at ib l e : The plan must be suitable 
to the person for whom it is prepared. The 
likes, dislikes, habits must be considered. 
For example, a student who has the habit 
of taking short breaks after studying for an 
hour or so may find it difficult if the time 
plan specifies continuous hours of study.    
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becomes necessary to make modifications 
in the plan and to control it. 

  Many new decisions have to be taken; 
especially if the situation or the availability 
of resources has changed. For example, a 
person goes to the market for purchase of 
some specific gift in mind for a friend to 
be given ne t day. ut finds out that it 
is not available in the market currently. 
Some new decision has to be taken on the 
spot regarding purchase of a different gift 
article that fits into the budget.

  A person should have a quick mind and 
knowledge about the available alternatives. 
If the person is aware of lot of available 
alternatives, it becomes rather easy to 
make quick and timely adjustments in the 
plan and controlling helps a person in this 
process. 

e c i  When the plan is 
put into action, to make it workable it becomes 
necessary to detail out the decisions. This is 
essential if persons, not involved in planning 
have been given the responsibility to work as 
per the plan. The detailing of decisions has its 
relation to the phases of controlling. Energizing, 
checking and adjusting are the phases of 
controlling. 

e e i p e

 i. En ergi z in g  : It means initiating and 
sustaining the action. It is very important 
in management. Many times plans are made 
but they are not put into action. The plan 
may be very good, realistic and fle ible 
but there may be lack of implementation. 
Thus energizing becomes important. For 
the achievement of long term goals, many 
short term objectives can be created. The 
creation of short term objectives has certain 
advantages in energizing phase. Short term 
objectives make long term goals tangible 

and meaningful. They provide a means 
of bridging the gap between hope and 
expectation. They provide benchmark for 
measuring the progress.

 ii ec i  It means keeping a track of 
progress of the plan. Checking is many a 
times done automatically. Checking becomes 
easy by having suitable checking devices, 
setting standards and by setting intermediate 
goals. For example, a student uses a watch 
while giving a presentation of the project 
when time limit is given; a homemaker uses 
a wall clock especially in the morning which 
is her peak time to check her time plans. 
In food preparation standards regarding the 
texture, taste, and colour of the product 
indicating the uality of the finished product 
are useful in checking. Timely checking 
is crucial in controlling step for making 
suitable adjustments in the plan. 

 iii i  Adjusting the plan if necessary 
requires new decisions to be taken. If there 
is a change in the situation or supply of 
resources there is a need to adjust the plan. 
For example, the plan of going for a picnic 
will have to be postponed on receiving an 
intimation of arrival from the guests.  

Let’ s Discuss : 
i e i

Evaluation is the third and the final step in 
management process. i efi e i

e ie e c p e e c i e i
g uid el in es f o r f uture p l a n s’ . It means looking 
back to find out what has been achieved. It 
consists of looking back over the steps of 
planning and controlling to know how good or 
how poor the job has been done. Evaluation, 
in general is used more widely by people than 
controlling. Evaluation is similar to the checking 
phase of controlling. But checking in controlling 
is done while the plan is in action and its purpose 
is to make adjustment in the plan. Evaluation 
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involves a total review of what has already 
taken place. The purpose of evaluation is to get 
guidelines for improving the steps of planning 
and controlling in future. Effective evaluation 
depends upon the ability of objective analysis 
of events and conditions. Evaluation must be 
related to goals, to make it move meaningful. 

e e e
e i

  Evaluation helps us to recognize the quality 
of work. It helps us to assess what has been 
done and how effective the process was in 
relation to the goals achieved. 

  It tells us whether the plan was good or 
not, whether there were lot of drawbacks 
in the plan, what factors have affected the 
plan, whether fresh decisions were taken at 
proper time for making adjustments in the 
plan where needed. 

  Evaluation helps a person to know how 
effectively the limited resources have been 
used for achievement of family goals. 

  Most important is that it serves as a basis 
for future planning. It helps a person to 
get himself/herself away from the set ideas 
towards oneself and others, and to see a 
situation freshly. 

  To be effective, evaluation must be related 
to goals. The goals must be specific to serve 
as a means for evaluation. 

T e e e ee pe e i
  e e i  The general 

evaluation is very casual and subjective. 
Without analyzing each and every aspect of 
the job, the manager may recognize it as 
good or poor in relation to a given situation. 

  Specific i  This evaluation is 
done in detail and one observes all different 
aspects of management and determines the 

degree of excellence of the job. The devices 
used indicate measurement on a scale at 
least to the extent of comparative descriptive 
words like excellent, good, poor etc.

  Se i  Life situations involve 
a large amount of self-evaluation. A home 
manager often works in isolation and in a 
very small informal group, where there are 
no set patterns for self-evaluation and hence 
it is difficult to be very objective. ven then 
self-evaluation is a worthwhile activity. 

p e e e i e

R em ar k / O p in ion pe i

Taste  of the
recipe is good.

Nutritive value of 
the recipe is high.

I have cooked the 
recipe nicely. 

Overall appearance 
of the recipe is 
excellent.

  A home maker or a group can practice self-
evaluation by -

   Checking the quality of one’s management 
and by comparing it with the quality of 
others. 

   One can compare her/his standards with 
that of others and may ask questions to 
herself about the changes to be made for 
similar future action or plan. 

   The home maker can make use of a dairy 
for recording the jobs to be done and 
for checking whether they have been 
completed and checking the quality as 
well. 
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C an  you  id en tif y?
e pe e i epic e i e

e p e i e e

  From student life, for example, when the 
result is declared, one sees the percentage of 
marks and gives a remark as good or poor. 

  For example, the result of a student is 
observed thoroughly, seeing the marks or 
grades of each subject, determining the 
achievement in each subject. It thus may 
indicate that even though the percentage or 
the grades obtained by a student are very 
good, he needs extra guidance in a particular 
subject.

e i ip e ee p i
c i e i
The steps of planning, controlling and 

evaluation are based on each other. Problem 
solving or action towards goal achievement 
starts with planning, which is a mental process. 
The second step, i.e. controlling is based on 
the planning step, which is carrying out the 

action as per the plan. The third step which 
is evaluation is related to both planning and 
controlling step. Once the goal is achieved or 
the problem is solved, the person reviews the 
planning and controlling steps, in order to find 
out the positive and / or negative points. This 
feedback from evaluation is used for better 
planning in future.

Thus, all the three steps are very much 
related to each other and one cannot proceed 
until the previous step is carried out properly.

i e i ip e ee p i
c i e i

C an  Y ou  R ecal l ?

  Management is an essential component of 
family life. Home Management is a means 
for achieving family goals. 

  It is a means of using available resources 
for the achievement of family goals, leading 
to satisfaction and happiness. 

  Effective use of resources helps in the 
overall development of family members and 
to improve the quality of life.

  Each day a person uses management process 
to accomplish most of the activities. 

  Home management is a mental process 
involving a series of decisions, leading 
to action. Management process consists 
of three more or less consecutive steps- 
planning, controlling, and evaluation. 

  Planning is mapping out the course of action 
for achievement of a goal. Planning occurs 
before the action. To be successful it should 
be fle ible, realistic and compatible.

  Controlling is putting the plan into action 
and adjusting the same when and where 
necessary. It takes place while the action is 
going on.

  There are three phases of controlling- 
energizing, checking and adjusting.

  valuation means looking back to find out 
the successfulness and / or drawbacks of 
planning and controlling steps. It takes 
place after the action is completed or the 
goal is achieved. 

Planning 
( step 1)

Controlling
( step 2)

Problem

Achievement 
of goal

Evaluation ( step 3)

Implementation

Planning 
Step of 
next plan
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Exercise

 ec i e e i
ip e c ice e i

  1. Planning involves series of _________ .
   a) decisions 
   b) resources 
   c) goals 

  2. odifications in a plan are possible if it 
is _________.

   a) rigid          
   b  fle ible 
   c) realistic  

  3. Importance of planning lays in the fact 
that it is done _________ the action.

   a) after   
   b) during 
   c) before

  4. The step of management process that 
is often neglected by many people  
is _________.

   a) planning 
   b) evaluation   
   c) controlling

  5. The three phases of controlling are 
energizing, checking and _______  . 

   a) initiating 
   b) adapting 
   c) adjusting

  6. The step of evaluation gives guidelines 
for _________.

   a) Future planning 
   b) present plans 
   c) controlling
  7. The evaluation that is very casual and 

subjective is called as _________.
   a  specific  
   b) self  
   c) general

 c e i p i

A B
 i) Adjusting a) Checking after the 

goal is achieved.
 ii) Planning b) Checking all aspects 

in detail.
 iii) Evaluation c) Phase of controlling 

step.
 iv  pecific 
     evaluation

d) Taking new suitable 
   decisions.

 v) Energizing e) Mapping the course 
of action.

 e i e e e i e i
ar e true or  f al se. 

  a) Planning is done while the action is being 
carried out.

  b) New decisions might be taken in 
controlling. 

  c) Creation of short term objectives is 
helpful in energizing.

  d) Evaluation provides guidelines for future 
planning. 

  e  ontrolling is the first step in management 
process.

  S e e i   
efi e e i e

   i)  Planning
   ii)  Controlling
   iii) Energizing
    iv) Evaluation
   v)  Self evaluation
  e e i e i i ie
   a) What is planning?  What are its 

characteristics?  
   b) Explain the steps involved in planning.
   c) What is controlling?  What are the 

phases of controlling?  
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   d) What is evaluation?  What are its 
advantages?

   e) What is self-evaluation?  What are its 
techniques?

  i e e i e e ee e i
   a) Controlling and evaluation.
   b) Energizing and checking.
   c  eneral and specific evaluation.

  i e e e i
   a) Importance of planning.
   b) Steps in planning.
   c) Phases of controlling.
   d  eneral and specific evaluation.

  i e e e i
   a) A plan and the planner should be 

fle ible and realistic.
   b) Energizing is an important phase of 

controlling.

   c) Timely checking is crucial in 
controlling.

   d  pecific evaluation determines the 
degree of excellence of the job. 

  e e i
  a) Describe the phases of controlling by 

giving suitable examples.
  b) What are the three steps in management 

process?  Explain the relationship between 
them with the help of a neat sketch.

ec i e

 i) Plan a one day picnic for your class using 
the knowledge of Management process.

 ii) Apply your knowledge of Management 
process to the achievement of a goal 
of securing First Class in the Annual 
Examination. 
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4.  Decision  M ak in g  

 .  eaning and definition
 .2 teps in decision making
 .  Types of decisions
 .  Importance of decision making

Do you  k n ow ? : From the morning individual faces various problems.

In home management decision making is a 
very important part of our day to day life. very 
day a person faces various situations problems. 
To solve these problems a person has to take 
various decisions. ome of the problems are 
simple and short term they can be solved easily. 

ome decisions are long term which turns the 
life. For e ample, marriage, career, buying a 
house etc. ll these decisions are important 
and can have a great effect on a person s life. 

anagement process revolves around decision 
making. 

e i efi i i
ecision making is the cru  of management. 

Whether it is management of a business, an 
institute, an event or that of a house, decision 
making is must. The decisions are always taken 
keeping in mind the goal to be achieved and 
the resources available to a person or a family. 

ecision making is a mental process which 
re uires knowledge of certain information and 
imagination to see whether the information will 
be useful or applicable to solve that particular 
problem.

efi i i                                                                                                            
N ick el l  an d  Dor sey  stated that :  

eci i i i e p ce
e ec i e c e c i

e p i e e i e i i
p e i ee i i i

 Lim aye  defines decision making as : 
i p e c ie i

i e e e i e c i
e c i e e eci i i i e ec
e e e i e c i
c e e e

Whether decisions are less important or 
more important, they have a definite role to play 
in a person s life. ecisions are based on the 
values held by a person. They help the person 
to achieve the goals and in the process they 
set their standards in life too. Thus, the uality 
of life depends upon the types of decisions a 
person takes and how correct they turn out  
to be.

S ep i eci i i

 e i c

rocess of decision making involves certain 
steps. ecision making is re uired in running 
organisations, institutes, clubs, businesses, states, 
countries etc. eople on high designations in all 
such organisations need to be superior decision 
maker otherwise things may not work smoothly. 
There are certain specific activities involved in 
decision making. These are called as the steps 
in decision making which are as follows : 
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   To avoid this, it is necessary to identify 
the problem clearly and to analyse it with 
all its relevant information. The relevant 
information includes identifying the 
restrictions and opportunities imposed by 
the situation. For e ample, the common 
problem faced by a student may be that of 
selection of a course of study after passing 
the  e am. This step is very important 
as it lays the foundation of one s decision.
i e e i e  It means to find 

out various alternatives. nce the problem 
is identified, a person begins to find possible 
solutions or alternatives. ffective decision 
making can take place only if a person 
can identify all the possible alternatives. 
This would enable a person to select the 
best alternative. ne cannot make a wise 
decision unless all  possible alternatives are 
found out. lthough it is important to find 
all  alternatives, there should not be any 
confusion due to a variety of choices.

    For the previous  e ample, if a student 
has to find out how many colleges or 
courses are there  in his her area, what is 
the percentage re uired by each college or 
courses for admission and prepare a list of 
such colleges courses. fter listing out such 
colleges, student has to find out other details 
like which subject combinations are offered 
by  these colleges, what is the fee structure, 
what are the timmings, how to travel to the 
college and time re uired for it and so on.

e e e i e  In simple words, 
it means comparing the various alternatives 
found out in earlier step. nalysis is carried 
out after collecting all details about all the 
alternatives.  person starts thinking about 
each one of them to find out its merits and 
demerits. The success of decision making 
depends on how carefully this step is carried 
out. This step helps the person to select the 
most suitable alternative from the list.  In 
the above e ample, once the student has 

S ep i eci i i

 . Identify  efine the problem

 2. ist down the alternatives

 . nalyse the alternatives

 . elect one suitable alternative 

 . ccept the conse uences

i S ep i eci i i ce

e i efi e e p e  ecision 
making process begins with identification 
of a problem. When a person realises that 
there is a problem he she starts thinking 
about it, in order to find suitable solutions. 
Thus the process of decision making begins 
with a problem. It is necessary to identify 
the problems clearly and to understand them 
perfectly. nless there is clarity about the 
problem, effective decision making can not 
take place.

   The home maker, being the manager 
of the home, needs to discuss with the 
family members and analy e the problem 
with all its relevant information so that it 
is accurately understood. It is necessary to 
think about the root cause of the problem 
i.e to realise why the problem has arisen 
and what management components are 
involved. If the solution is chosen in a 
hurry without giving much thought, after 
wards homemaker may realise that choice 
regarding the solution was incorrect. This 
may lead to frustration and loss of important  
human and non human resources like time, 
money, energy and other material goods. 
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collected all details about the colleges and 
courses, he  she can discuss them with 
friends or family members and compare 
them with each other. 
Se ec e i e e i e  This is 
the most crucial step, as this is where a 
person actually makes a decision and the 
decision can be correct only if a person has 
chosen correct alternative. The selection of 
an alternative should not be done under 
any kind of pressure. It should be the most 
suitable and satisfactory one amongst all 
the alternatives. ike in the above e ample, 
after considering merits and demerits of 
all colleges and courses, the student may 
finally decide one college or course which 
he she feels appropriate. 
ccep e c e e ce  This is an 

important step in decision making process 

which is often ignored by many people. 
nce a decision is made and action is 

taken according to it, the person making 
the decision should be able to accept the 
responsibility of its outcome, whether it is 
positive or negative. The biggest advantage 
is that the success of decision helps to 
develop self confidence for making effective 
decisions in future and the failure helps 
an individual to develop more evaluating 
factors or system for future.

   In the above e ample, as stated in the 
previous step the choice regarding course 
of study or college has been indicated i.e. 
decision has been taken. tudent joins the 
college as per his  her decision. fter joining 
the course, even if the student finds that 
the course is tough, student has to accept 
the fact and has to continue studying and 
putting in more efforts to be successful. 

Decision  T ree
e S

. d. 2 ears
B.S.W.

2 ears
L.L.M.

Teacher  ears 
. rch. 

2th with ath s, nglish

 ears
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Foundation

2 ears
Fashion
esigning
iploma

2 ears
Interior 
esigning
iploma

 ears
. . .

Foreign
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 ear
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 ear
achelor of 
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2 ears
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. . . .
. . . .
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ub Inspector
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. . .
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i pp ic i eci i i i c ee p i e
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U se you r b rai n  :
repare chart of decision making process 

by giving another e ample.

pe eci i  
 ecisions are classified into two major 

categories :
 . Individual and roup ecisions.
 2. abitual and Intellectual ecisions.

pe eci i  

   

i pe eci i

 i i p eci i
ccording to the number of persons 

involved decisions are classified as : 
  i i eci i  When a person 

takes a decision for himself  herself 
and faces the conse uences of it 
alone, it is said to be an individual 
decision. The result of this decision 
mostly affects the person who has 
taken the decision. The responsibility 
of the decision lies totally on the 
individual. It is taken uickly because 
he she may not believe in discussing 
it with others. The uality of decision 
depends upon the intelligence and 
e perience of the person for e ample, 
to choose a college or institution, 
whether to choose car pull or personal  
transport etc. 

  p eci i  This decision is 
taken by number of members from a 
group. aking group decision is a slow 
and difficult process as compared to 
individual decision making. This type 
of decision re uires a lot of discussion 
among the members and consideration 
of views of group members and so it 
takes too much time. 

    roup decision making has certain 
advantages. ore alternatives are 
found out through collective minds. 

t the same time it becomes easier 
to rule out unproductive alternatives 
through the e periences of many 
people. esponsibility of the decision 
is not on any one person but on all the 
members of the group. any times 
conflicts or differences of opinion 
arise and it becomes difficult to take 
unanimous decision. ome e amples 
of group decisions are  celebrating 
some festival, planning a trip for the 
entire family, college students going 
for a picnic etc. 

i i e
ifference between individual decision and 

group decision :

 i e ec eci i
ccording to the mental process involved 

in decision making, the decisions are 
classified as :

 i i
  . Why do you automatically follow the 

signal rules
  2. Why you brush your teeth every day 

in the morning

  i eci i  In our daily life, 
we have to take lot of decisions for 
different matters but it is not necessary 

ccording to
number of person 

involved

Individual
ecision 

making

ccording to
the mental 

process involved

roup
ecision 

making

abitual
ecision 

making

Intellectual
ecision 

making
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to take all these decisions after 
elaborate thinking. ome decisions 
take time for implementation and need 
the complete process to be followed 
thoroughly. ut habitual decisions are 
basically related to routine, repetitive 
actions and the choice is almost 
automatic and spontaneous. For 
e ample, getting up at a specific time 
everyday and catching a particular bus 
or train to reach the destination.

  e ec eci i

e e c
Which factors affects the intellectual decision 
making

    The type of decisions which can 
have a deep and long lasting effect on our 
life and that of our families too need to be 
taken thoughtfully. uch decisions are called as 
intellectual decisions. The individual uses his 
intelligence, knowledge, reasoning, analytical 
ability etc. for taking decisions. The choice is 
made consciously and takes time for conclusion. 
These are important decisions taken by an 
individual or a family. For e ample, where 
to buy a house, which career to choose, the 
selection of right life partner are some such 
decisions where if a person goes wrong, it may 
have long lasting impact.

e fi  
 . What are the importance of decision 

making in day to day life
 2. Find out the vital role of decision making 

in our life.

p ce eci i i
 ecision making is very important in home 

management. It is re uired at each and every 
stage in the management process. 

  The importance of decision making can be 
stated as follows : 

  eci i i p i e
i e i e pe  ecision 
making influences the uality of life. 

ecision making is based on values. It 
is directed towards achievement of goals 
and it sets standards in our life e.g. if 
a student makes a decision of securing 
first class in the e ams, it is because 
education is an important value for life. 
Taking admission in higher course for 
achievement of educational goal and the 
way student studies and manages the 
daily routine, reflects the standards set 
for himself herself.

  eci i i i i p i
e e  In management, various 

decisions are taken in the process of 
setting up the goals to be achieved. 

nce the goals are set, decisions help in 
proper allocation of resources for their 
achievement. 

  eci i e p i i i e
e i i e e ce e ec i e  The 

resources, both human and non human 
are limited in nature and the needs of a 
family are unlimited. Thus, it becomes 
necessary to use the management process 
to fulfil such unlimited needs. ot of 
decisions are re uired to give utmost 
satisfaction to the family members.

  eci i i i e c
e e  ecision making is the 

heart of management, it is inseparable 
from management. ecisions are 
re uired at each step of management 
process i.e. in planning, in controlling 
and in evaluation as well. The process of 
management involves series of decisions 
at each step. 
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  eci i i e e i e e
e ec i e e e e ecision 
making is a comple  process having lot 
of influence on the management process. 
While taking decisions in management, 
the person uses thinking and reasoning 
ability, memory skills, knowledge etc. 

ecision making is a mental process that 
involves selecting the most appropriate 
alternative or choosing the best course 
of action from among the available 
alternatives. This it self determines the 
effectiveness of management. 

  eci i ec e p e e e
e e i e  umber of decisions 

are taken in various stages of family 
life cycle and such decisions affect 
the present and the future life of an 
individual as well as that of the other 
family members. For e ample, choosing 
a correct life partner or buying a house 
etc. any such decisions cannot be 
changed easily once taken and thus need 

to be taken carefully. ut some simple 
decisions like the purchase of appliances 
can be changed.

  eci i e p i i p e
ecision making takes place when there 

is some problem to solve or same choice 
to make. Therefore, decision making is 
of paramount importance as a mental 
process in solving problems of ac uiring, 
allocating and using the family resourses 
to solve the problems of the family and 
to achieves the family goals.

  eci i i e p i i
e c e i i   correct decision 

makes our life easier and more fruitful. 
In certain situations in our life, number 
of decisions is taken unconsciously or 
with just little thought. ut if there is 
a change in the situation, the person is 
forced to move out of his her comfort 
one to change his her habits. Therefore, 

decision making becomes a helpful tool 
to adjust or understand such situations.

C an  Y ou  R ecal l ?

	 ecision making is a mental process and is 
needed in every step of management. 

  It is the cru  of management.
   new decision is taken on the basis of 

previous decisions and thus a chain of 
decisions is created.

  The process of decision making consists 
of five consecutive steps  identify  define 
the problem, list down the alternatives, 

analyse the alternatives, select one suitable 
alternative and accept the conse uences. 

  ecisions may be classifed as habitual and 
intellectual decisions and also as individual 
and group deicisions.

   home maker should be able to make 
wise and correct decisions for smooth 
management of the home.

e ci e

ec i e e i
ip e c ice e i

  . Identifying the problem is the ________ 
____ step of decision making process.

   a  first b  second c  last

  2. Individual decisions are taken more 
uickly than ____________ decisions.

   a  roup 
   b  Intellectual 
   c  abitual 
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  . laborate thinking is not re uired in  
____________ type of decision making.

   a  Individual 
   b  roup  
   c  abitual 

  . The decisions related to the routine, 
repetitive actions are called _________ 
decisions.

   a  Intellectual 
   b  abitual 
   c  roup

 e i e e e i e e
e e e  

  . ecision making helps to cope up with 
changes in our life.

  2. ecision making does not help to think 
and bring fresh idea.

  . In individual decision making, conflict or 
differences of opinion arises.

  . ecision making helps a home maker to 
create better homes. 

 c e i

A B
 i  Identify the 
    problem  

 a  nowledge,intelligence,  
reasoning ability.  

 ii  ccept 
  conce uences
   

 b  evolve around 
personal values, goal 
and standard. 

 iii  Intellectual 
     decisions.

 c  First step in decision 
making.

 iv  abitual 
     decisions.

 d  ast step in decision       
making 

  S e e i   

   efi e e i e
   a. ecision making

   b. Individual decision making 
   c. abitual decision making 

  i e e i e e ee e i
   a. Individual and group decisions.
   b. Intellectual and habitual decisions

  i e e e i
   a. Importance of decision making
   b. Type of decisions.

  i e e e i
   a. ecision making is called as the cru  

of management.
   b. roup decision making is a slow 

process in comparision to individual 
decision making.

   c. onflict arises in group decision 
making. 

  e e i
  a. plain decision making process in detail. 
  b. Illustrate the various types of decisions. 

  p e e e c

   alue      oal      

  leanliness

ec i e

  ist out the individual and group decisions 
observed in your own student life.

 2  bserve the habitual decisions which are 
usually taken by an individual fre uently.

  ist out the decisions taken by your family 
for any function and classify them into 
various types.
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5.  F am il y R esou rces  

 .  eaning and efinition
 .2 lassification of esources 
 .  haracteristics of esources
 .  Factors affecting the use of Family esources 

Let’ s Discuss:
What are called resources

arious material and non material things are 
re uired to satisfy the needs and to achieve the 
goals of individual and family. These tangible 
and intangible things are called as resources.  

esources available to family are the base of 
ome management.

very individual and family has resources 
like money, time, energy, skills, ability, 
knowledge, attitude etc.  esides these, some 
community services like police, fire brigades, 
electricity and water supply, parks, roads, 
libraries, educational institutions, hospitals etc. 
can be used by individual or family as a resource 
to fulfill the needs or goals.

ll these resources have some common 
characteristics. esources are useful, limited and 
interrelated to each other. ence it is necessary 
to apply management process to all resources 
for their thoughtful utili ation. ll resources 
hold a very important place in our life.

e i efi i i  
 very family has certain needs and goals 
to be fulfilled. Fulfillment of these family goals 
depends on availability of resources. esources 
are means through which we can perform a task 
or achieve goals. esources are those materials 
and human attributes that satisfy our wants. 

esources are defined as follows.

A ccor d in g to R an d om  hou se d iction ar y 
resou rces m ean s, “A  sou rce of  sup p l y 

sup p or t or  ai d  esp ecial l y on e hel d  in  
reserve ”.

c ecc efi e e ce
f ol l ow s-  “R esou rces ar e m ean s w hich ar e 
avai l ab l e an d  recogn iz ed  f or  their p ot en tial  
in  m eetin g n eed s”.

ach individual has various resources at 
one s disposal. The resources that a family has 
are known as family resources. It is necessary 
to recognise all these available resources and to 
allocate them properly for achieving individual or 
family goals. The amount of resources available 
will vary from person to person and from family 
to family. The available resources must be used 
to its full e tent for effective management. 

ific i e ce
esources available to the family can be 

classified in different ways. n the basis of its 
origin, the resources are classified into following 
two types.

ific i e ce

H um an  R esou rces
  T im e 
  En ergy
  I n terest
  Sk il l s 
  K n ow l ed ge
  A b il ity
  A ttitud e 

N on  H um an  R eso urces
  M on ey 
  M at erial  goo d s 
  A ssets
  C om m un ity S ervi ces
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U se you r Brai n  :
abel the following as different uman and on human resources

alary, ension, rofit etc. bout various e uipment is 
of great assistance. nowledge

seful in doing physical 
and mental work

ouse, Investment, 
rnaments, etc.

ospitals, chools, 
olleges, Transportation, 
ardens, arks, ibraries.

arious e uipment, 
Furniture, lothing, Food 
grains etc.

an be classified to 
physical ability and 
mental ability

elpful in ainting, 
ooking, mbroidery, 
ports etc.

Skill

In usic, ecoration,
eading, Writing etc. Interest

ttitude of doing work.

2  hours of a day

H um an  R esou rces :
The resources which originate internally 

and constitute the personal characteristics and 
attributes are known as hum an  reso urces. 
They are always related to human ualities and 
personal traits. uman resources are less tangible 
or intangible in nature. ne can e perience it 
but cannot see or measure it directly. eing 
intangible, their importance is not noticed easily. 

uch resources are often neglected or not used to 
its fullest e tent. ome of the human resources 
are time, energy, skill, ability, knowledge, 
attitude, interest etc. These resources are often 
used for productive purposes.
 1) T im e : Time is an ongoing se uence 

of events taking place. Time is an 
important human resource. Time cannot 
be recovered once lost. Time available 
to every individual is same and limited. 
It is easily measured by using units like 
minutes, hours, days, weeks, years. Time 
is used to achieve goals and to produce 
other material resources. wareness and 
importance of time varies from individual 
to individual. Time management enables 

everyone to use time effectively for 
getting the work done faster and easier 
and lessening the stress and strain. 

 2) En ergy : nergy is defined as an ability 
to do work.  It is the force to do active 
physical and mental activities. veryone 
re uires energy to perform various tasks.  
It is difficult to measure energy easily. 

ne can feel fatigued or tired after 
work which makes one aware about the 
energy used in the performance of that 
particular work. vailability of energy 
differs from person to person and from 
time to time. Individual health, interest 
in work, working conditions and efforts 
needed to complete the job affects the 
energy consumption. nergy can be 
managed by following proper se uence, 
correct method of work and avoiding 
unnecessary movements.   

   nergy needed to achieve the goals, 
or to complete the task can be classified 
into two types :

  a  hysical energy 
  b  ental energy.
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  Phys ical  en ergy is the ab il ity an d  
hid d en  stren gt h to d o the ac tiv e 
p hys ical  w or k . arious efforts such as 
visual, mental, tarsal, pedal, manual etc. 
are re uired for various activities like 
reading, walking, climbing, running, 
lifting things etc. isual and mental 
efforts re uire less energy and tarsal 
effort utili es more energy.

   M en tal  en ergy is the p ow er or  f or ce 
to d o m en tal  w or k . ental processes 
re uire mental energy like decision 
making, thinking, reasoning, memori ing 
and recalling re uire mental energy. 

Let’ s T hin k  :
istinguish between hysical and ental 

nergy.

 3) I n terest : A ccor d in g to O xf or d  
Diction ar y , in terest m ean s the f eel in g 
of  w an tin g to k n ow  or  l ear n  ab ou t 
som ethin g or  som eon e. Interest in the 
assigned work is very important. If one 
has interest in work then work is done 
faster and efficiently with good uality 
standard. It is observed that various 
family members have interest in different 
types of work. o distribution of work 
accordingly, gives pleasure without 
fatigue and helps to improve the success 
in particular work. ifferent interests of 
family members help to save or create 
other resources, for e ample, a family 
member interested in gardening  can 
grow vegetables and save money.

 4) A b il ity : T he p hys ical  an d  m en tal  
cap ac ity  of  a p erson  to d o the gi ve n  
tas k  is cal l ed  as  ab il ity . ome people 
have physical strength while some have 
intelligence to do the activities. bilities 
are usually inborn and can be improved 

through training and practice. bility 
develops out of interest. If someone has 
interest in a particular work he  she 
performs it repeatedly which helps in the 
development of ability.

 5) Sk il l  : Sk il l  is the ab il ity to p erf or m  
i e ficie c i

kills of family members cover wide 
areas from cooking, stitching to creative 
arts. ome of these skills are inherited 
or inborn while others may be ac uired 
through practice and training. ny skill 
can be ac uired, if a person has interest 
in it, ability to do it and willing to learn 
and practice. For e ample, housewife 
can develop skill in cooking by learning 
operations of microwave oven, food 
processors etc.

 6) K n ow l ed ge  : K n ow l ed ge  is an  im p or tan t 
hum a n  reso urce f o r cho o sin g  the co rrect 
al tern at ive s an d  avoi d in g w as tage  of  
resou rces. nowledge is ac uired by 
learning and through e perience and can 
constantly be developed. ome makers 
having knowledge about clothing, 
nutrition and labour saving devices can 
definitely help to improve the uality of 
life.

 7) A ttitud e : A ttitud e m ean s a w a y  of  
thin k in g or  f eel in g ab ou t som eon e 
or  som ethin g w hich can  stim ul at e o r 
retar d  ac tion . ome people have positive 
attitude towards goals hence work in 
right direction with self motivation and 
enthusiasm.  eople with negative attitude 
work slowly or stop working. uch 
people need motivation and counseling 
from others to do their work. To achieve 
the goals successfully one has to alter 
the attitude according to situation and 
changes. 
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C an  you  recal l ?
 . What are different types of uman 

resources that you learnt above  
 2. What are uses of different human resources 

in day to day life

N on  hum an  resou rces :
on human resources are tangible in nature. 

These resources can be easily recognised. on 
human resources include money, material 
goods, perishable and non perishable food 
items, e uipments, furniture, jewellery, assets 
as well as community services like hospitals, 
parks, libraries, police, fire brigade, market 
centers, transportation facilities, water supply, 
electricity etc. on human resources are easy 
to transfer from one person to another. very 
such resource has its own limitations and 
characteristics. These resources are produced 
or created by using human resources. It is very 
important to manage these resources carefully 
to achieve ma imum goals.

 1) M on ey : oney is an important resource 
among the non human resources.  oney 
is easy to measure and to transfer. It is 
a widely accepted medium of procuring 
goods or services. alary, remuneration, 
interest, rent, profit etc. are the sources of 
earning money. It is not e ually available 
to all but can be increased by e tra work 
using other resources. It can be saved 
for future use to make life easier and 
more comfortable. vailability of money 
changes according to situation hence its 
careful management is very important. 

reparing budget is a common method 
for using money carefully.

 2) M at erial  good s : aterial goods include 
consumable items like food, clothing 
etc. and also durable goods like various 
e uipments, furniture, decorative items, 
vehicles etc. These resources are easy to 
measure uantitatively and ualitatively. 

o, every family has clear idea about their 
availability and use. They are generally 
purchased and sometimes created by 
family.

    uality and availability of these 
resources are dependent on the availability 
of money. The limitations and the 
standard of homemade material goods 
are dependent on the human resources 
like ability, skill, interest, attitude, time 
and energy. 

 3) A ssets : ssets mean valuable things 
available to the family. ssets include 
savings and investments. oney is saved 
in bank, post office etc. for future use. 

t the same time it might be invested in 
shares, bonds, house, land and ornaments 
etc. These resources can have li uidity 
to get money in emergencies. verybody 
must have some assets to cope up with 
the emergencies in future.

 4) C om m un ity F ac il ities : uman being 
is a constituent of family and society.  

o every individual can take advantage 
of community facilities. ommunity 
facilities or services are classified in 
three groups. 

  a  ealth and security services.

  b  elf enrichment or personality 
development services.

  c  ublic  social services.
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T ry ou t an d  thin k  ab ou t it
lassify the following in the table given below :

libraries, transportation, fire brigade, electricity and water supply, educational institutes, health 
centers, playground, hobby centers, telephone, hospitals, postal service, social clubs, parks, 
banks, police, computer centers.

H eal th an d  Security 
Servi ces

Sel f  en richm en t an d  
p erson al ity d eve l op m en t 

servi ces

Pub l ic/ Soc ial  Servi ces

 1) H os p ital s : overnment and private 
hospitals provide treatment for sick persons,   
persons injured in accidents, pregnant 
women, infants, children, elderly people 
etc. overnment hospitals and centers are 
available for medical treatment to the patients 
or class of people who are economically 
weak or having financial crises or to people 
below the poverty line. These hospitals are 
generally attached with government medical 
colleges. mergency and casualty health 
services as well as disease preventive and 
protective medicines are also available free 
of cost or at low prices in these hospitals.

   These hospitals consist of various special 
facilities like peration Theater, ray, 
dental treatment, isolation ward, pathology 
laboratory and specialty and super specialty 
departments for the treatment of patients of 
various diseases. The primary health centers 
are established in rural areas, whereas district 
hospitals and blood banks are available at 
district levels. 

    part from these, private hospitals and 
nursing homes e uipped with e perts are run 

to treat various types of patients. pecialty 
and multi specialty hospitals consist of 
various departments like trauma center, 
isolation ward, operation theater, blood bank, 
pathology laboratory, indoor and outdoor 
patients department, I  Intensive 

ritical are nit  and I  Intensive are 
nit , etc. mbulance facility is also made 

available. ther super specialty hospitals are 
also run by various private institutions. 

 2) Pol ice  : The service of police is there to 
maintain public peace, law and order and to 
protect the property and lives of the people. 

ikewise the police department is entrusted 
with the task of protecting the women, tracing 
out the missing individuals, regulating the 
traffic, controlling protest, public meetings, 
agitations, strikes and religious processions 
etc. This is the integral part of police 
service. The police department is assisted 
and well e uipped with dog s uad, forensic 
laboratories, finger print bureaus and s uad 
for detection and diffusion of e plosives. 

very citi en is entitled to take benefit of 
all these services.
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 3) F ire b rigad e : The main objective of fire 
brigade is to save the life of people and 
public property in various calamities and 
accidents. nother objective of this service 
is to put out fire broke out at any place to 
save people from such sites. Fire brigade 
consists of special e uipments and trained 
fireman for rescue operation and first aid at 
fire and accident sites. This service is found 
in big cities and in municipal corporation 
areas. 

 4) R ecreat ion  cen ters : ecreation is very 
important to relieve stress and strain from 
daily work and to encourage people. In cities, 
various recreation centers are available having 
different recreation facilities. It includes 
cinema theatres, theatres, indoor and outdoor 
game centers, libraries, and parks etc.

 5) H ob b y cen ters : There are various hobby 
centers to develop various skills like art and 
craft such as painting, origami, sculpture 
and music  dance drama etc.  eople can 
take advantage of these centers to develop 
such skills. 

 6) C l ub s a n d  co m m un ity  cen ters : uch 
centers are helpful in personality 
development.  These centers provide various 
leisure time activities. arious religious 
functions, social activities and national 
festivals are celebrated at these centers by 
arranging various competitions, e hibitions, 
knowledge imparting programmers, and 
social gathering etc. 

 7) Pub l ic p ar k s an d  gar d en s : It is necessary 
to have public parks and gardens for human 
enjoyment and human recreation. hildren 
and elderly people need such facilities for 
playing sports and performing leisure time 
activities respectively. arks are also used 
for walking, jogging, gyaming etc.   These 
parks and gardens are maintained and 
managed by unicipal orporations.

 8) Ed ucat ion al  in stitution s : ducational 
institutions are run by government, semi
government and private organi ations to 
impart education from nursery to vocational 
and professional education. These institutions 
provide various facilities for education 
and offer education according to ability, 
interest and academic merit or intelligence 
to various students.  alue education and 
personality development are other important 
aspects of education which gives strong base 
to life. ducation gives economic stability 
and social prestige to individual. ducation 
builds or creates a responsible citi en.

 9)  O ther serv ices :  ( Po sta l  serv ices,  tel e-
p ho n e serv ices a n d  tra n sp o rta tio n  
f a cil ities) -  ostal services, telephone 
services and transportation facilities are 
included in this type.

  a)  Pos tal  servi ces : overnment of India 
has provided postal service. It is also 
known as Indian post office. It is a 
part of inistry of communication and 
information technology.  The primary 
function of this service is collection, 
processing, transmission and delivery 
of mail which includes letters, bills etc. 

ost office also provides facilities like 
parcel service, moneyorders and selling 
of postal stationery such as stamps, 
postcards, envelopes, etc.

            ost office provides services of post 
office savings bank, lectronic Indian 

ostal rder, India ost ayments ank 
and ostal ife Insurance. The ost ffice 
offers various saving plans like aving 

ccount, ecurring eposits, Fi ed 
eposits, ational aving ertificates, 

and isan ikas atra etc.  It helps in 
developing the habit of saving in people.

  b ) T ran sp or tat ion  F ac il ities : arious 
transportation facilities like .T., buses, 
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railways, air transport, maritime transport 
services are made available by entral 
and tate government as well as local 
administration and private agencies for 
citi ens.

  c) T el ep hon e servi ces :  telephone service 
includes landline telephone facility and 
cell phones. This service provides the 
facility to contact people locally and 
globally through local calls, T  and 
I  connections. Telephone department 
also offers Internet service to the users.  
This department is run by entral 

overnment. ow a days private service 
providers also provide telephone, cell 
phone and internet services. 

C an  you  tel l  ? 

What different ommunity services have 
you visited used before

U se you r Brai n  :
istinguish between uman and on

human esources
H um a n  

R esou rces
N on - H um a n  

R esou rces
They are intangible 
in nature.

They are tangible in 
nature.

5.3 C har ac teristics of  resou rces :
  esources and home management are 
closely related to each other. roper utili ation of 
resources can be achieved by its management and 
vice versa.  For the management of resources, 
every individual must know the characteristics of 
resources. The characteristics of resources are 

  a  esources are useful.
  b  esources are limited.
  c  esources are interrelated
  d  anagement process can be applied to 

all resources. 

A l w ays  R em em b er :
What are the different characteristics of 

resources  

  a)  R esou rces ar e usef ul  : sefulness is 
the basic characteristic of all resources. 

esources are means through which 
we can perform a task or achieve a 
goal. This definition itself elaborates 
the characteristic of usefulness. The 
usefulness of resource can be recogni ed 
in relation to a particular goal or a 
particular situation. In some specific 
situation one of the resources can be used 
as a main resource while other resources 
act as a supportive one or ancillary. For 
e ample, money is a main resource in 
purchasing e uipment but in e amination 
knowledge and intelligence act as a main 
resource. nless the uses of a thing are 
identified, it cannot be recogni ed as a 
resource.

  b ) R esou rces ar e l im ited  : ll the human 
and non human resources are limited. 

ome are scarcer than others and need to 
be used with care. ence the knowledge 
and application of management process 
is essential. The limits of each resource 
must be assessed in relation to specific 
goals. The limitations of resources may 
vary from individual to individual.

   imitations of resources are of two  
types :

   a  uantitative  limitations
   b  ualitative limitations
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   a)  Q uan titat ive  l im itat ion s : ll non 
human resources have uantitative 
limitations. uantitative limitations 
are easily measurable, for e ample  
money available to individual or 
family.

     uman resource like time has 
uantitative limitation. very 

individual has 2  hours in a day to 
perform ones daily routine.

   b ) Q ual itat ive  l im itat ion s : ll the 
resources have ualitative limitations. 
This type of limitation is difficult to 
measure. ne must recogni e and can 
feel these limitations. The limitations 
differ in terms of characteristics like 
use, comfort, durability etc.

          While taking decisions, one must 
think about the ualitative limitations 
of resources.

     The ability and attitude of family 
members also have some limitations. 
These limits are depends on the 
inherent capacity and training. ome 
people possess inherent capacity which 
can be improved by training and some 
people lack in such capacities hence 
any type of training may not improve 
the capacity.

   c) R esou rces ar e in terrel at ed  : sually, 
we need more than one resource or the 
combination of resources to achieve 
the goals. For e ample, if a person 
wishes to attend a computer class, the 
thing he she re uires is combination 
of resources i.e. money for fee, e tra 
time and energy, and computer.  It is 
observed that saving of one resource 
will increase the consumption or 
use of the other resource. The use 
of one resource can affect the use 
of other resource. carcity or too 

little allocation of only one resource 
may affect the achievement of 
desired goal. For e ample, stitching 
dress at home instead of purchasing 
readymade dress will save money, but 
will consume more time and energy. 
Family members can start their own 
business by using inherited skills and 
abilities to produce more money to 
supplement facilities like e uipment 
and services to achieve goals. 

   d ) M an age m en t p roc ess can  b e ap p l ied  
to al l  resou rces : ost of the time 
resources available to individual 
or family are limited and goals to 
achieve are infinite, hence re uire 
application of management process. 

anagement process helps to bridge 
the gap between needs and availability 
of resources. areful thinking, proper 
decision making, wise planning and 
time controlling can improve the use 
of resources. For e ample  preparing 
family budget helps in reducing 
unnecessary e penditure, prioriti ing 
purchasing and saving to achieve 
planned goals.  valuation of such 
budget can suggest some ways of 
improving the family income, saving 
and investment.

ikewise application of management process 
can increase the usefulness of all resources.

part from the above basic characteristic, 
resources also have some other characteristics.

Let’ s Discuss :
Illustrate the following characteristics of 
resources :

 a  esources can  be developed. 
 b  esources can be used alternatively.
 c  esources improve the uality of life.
 d  esources can be substituted. 
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U se you r Bra in  :
ist out the similarities in human and 

non human resources.

5.4 F ac tor s af f ectin g the use of  f am il y 
resou rces :

  Following are certain factors which can 
affect the use of family resources.

  a. nowledge, skills and attitude
b. ducation
c. tandard of living
d. oney income
e. esidential place
f. tages  of  family life cycle
g. Financial assistance of home maker.

  a.  K n ow l ed ge , sk il l s an d  at titud e : The 
use of these human resources can affect 
the use of other human and non human 
resources. The knowledge of using 
modern devices or household e uipments 
like food processor, oven, microwave 
oven, and skills in food preparation and 
attitude towards cooking for the family, 
helps the family to save time, energy and 
money for the fulfillment of other goals.

  b . Ed ucat ion  : ducation helps to provide 
information to improve the knowledge 
level, the decision making capacity 
and managerial skills. It also helps to 
increase the thinking capacity of the 
family members.  

  c. Stan d ar d  of  l ivi n g : tandard of 
living means amount of money, level 
of comforts and satisfaction available 
to a person, which a person thinks that 
are essential for his living. tandard of 
living affects the use of resources.  For 
e ample  a family with high standard of 
living uses more labour saving devices, 
own vehicles to save time and energy, 

whereas others might use more time and 
energy to save money for purchasing of 
such type of material goods.

  d . M on ey in com e : oney income is the 
main material resource available to any 
family. We can have better facilities 
in home by spending re uired amount 
of money. Family having more money 
will easily spend it for lu urious goods, 
entertainment and comfort, while 
middle class family uses it carefully for 
fulfillment of essential goals.

  e. R esid en tial  p l ac e : ocation of 
residential place of the family definitely 
affects the use of resources like time, 
energy, money and community services 
like transportation. esidence away 
from working place, school, colleges 
and market place re uires more time, 
energy, money and other resources to do 
the routine activities.

  f . Stage s of  f am il y l if e cyc l e : The use of 
family resources differs greatly with si e 
and stages of family life cycle.  family 
begins with two persons, e panded by 
the birth of children and contracted as 
children grow up and leave home for 
education or employment. In each stage 
of family life cycle, si e of family, goals 
to set and achieve, and availability of 
resources are different, which will affect 
its use. For e ample  in beginning stage 
of family life cycle, family demand 
on time and energy is less whereas in 
e panding stage, housewife has to spend 
more time, energy, money and material 
goods for caring and bringing up the 
children. The contracting stage of family 
consists of old people who may re uire 
more money for medicine and paid help. 
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  h. F in an cial  as sistan ce of  hom e m ak er : 
The gainful employment of housewife 
increases the family income which will 
definitely increase the material resources, 
but at the same time her human resources 
like time, energy and skills are more 
utili ed, may result in physical and 
mental fatigue. 

Let’ s Discuss :
ow each of the above factors have 

affected your day to day life

U se of  I C T  :
escribe the use of internet as a resource.

C an  Y ou  R ecal l ?

arious tangible and intangible things 
available to the family to achieve the goals or to 
perform the task are called as family resources.
  esources are means which are available 

and recogni ed for their potential in meeting 
needs.

  esources are classified as human resources 
like time, energy, skills, ability, interest, 
attitude etc.  and non human resources like 
money, material goods,   assets, community 
services etc.

  ommunity services include  a  ealth and 
security services like hospitals, police, fire 
brigade etc. b  elf enrichment or personality 
development services like school, colleges, 

libraries, parks, playgrounds, hobby centers, 
computer centers, social clubs etc. c  ublic 
or social services like postal service, banks, 
transportation, telephone, electricity, water 
supply etc. 

  asic characteristics of resources are  
a  esources are useful, b  esources are 
interrelated, c  esources are limited and  
d  anagement process can be applied to 
all resources. 

  nowledge, skills and attitude, ducation, 
tandard of living, oney income, esidential 

places, tages of family life cycle, financial 
assistance of home maker are various factors 
affecting the use of family resources.

Exercise

 O b j ecti e e i
ip e c ice e i

  . esources means _________ of supply 
support or aid especially one held in 
reserve. 

   a  goals b  needs c  source
  2. nergy is defined as an _______ to do 

work.
   a  ability    
   b  skill  
   c  interest

  . The main objective of _______ is to save 
the life of people and public property in                
various calamities and accidents.

   a  police  
   b  fire brigade     
   c  hospital
  . nowledge is a _________ of resource.
   a  human  
   b  non human 
   c  community
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  . ll non human resources have _______   
limitations.

   a  ualitative      
   b  uantitative      
   c  ualitative and uantitative
 2) M at ch the f ol l ow in g p ai rs.

A B
 i  ommunity 
  services

 a  ouse

 ii  nergy  b  alary, pension
 iii  ssets  c  hysical and mental 

capacity
 iv  bility  d  chool and colleges

 v  oney  e  hysical and mental 
     work

 3) I d en tif y w hether the f ol l ow in g stat em en ts 
ar e true o r f al se :

   tandard of living affects the use of 
family resources.

  2  on human resources are originated 
internally.

   Time is a human resource.
   oney is e ually available to all.
   olleges and hospitals are human 

resources.
  S e e i
  A n sw er the f ol l ow in g.
  a  plain the meaning of resources.
  b  Write names of the human resources.
  c  Write names of the non human resources.
 1) efi e e i e
  a  esources
  b  uman and non human resources
  c  Time
  d  nergy

  e  bility
  f  ttitude
 2) Dif f eren tia te b etw een  the f ol l ow in g.
  a  uman and non human resources
  b  Time and money
  c  bility and skill
 3) W rite shor t n ot es on  the f ol l ow in g.
  a  Time and energy
  b  Interest and ability
  c  kill and knowledge
  d  oney and material goods
  e  aterial goods and assets
  f  ospitals
  g  olice and fire brigade
  h  ecreation and hobby centers 
  i  lubs, parks and gardens
  j  ducational institutes
  k  ostal ervices 
  l  Transportation facilities and telephone 

services.
  e e i   
  a  plain the human resources.
  b  lassify resources and write about the 

non human resources
  c  Write in detail the characteristics of 

resources
  d  Illustrate the various factors affecting the 

use of family resources. 

Proj ect/ A ssign m en t :
 . ist out the human and non human 

resources available to your family.
 2. bserve the various community services 

available at your city and analy e its 
usefulness to people.
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 6.1 Concept and importance of housing
 6.2 Types of Housing
 6.3 Selection of site for a house

C an  Y ou  R ecal l ?
 1. What are the basic needs of a human being?
 2. Which of the basic need is fulfilled by a house

6.  F am il y H ou sin g  

You have learnt in your school days that all 
human beings share some basic physical needs. 
These are essential for survival of a human being 
and are listed as food, clothing and shelter. Apart 
from these many more have now been added 
to the list like- education, clean and healthy 
environment etc. But the basic needs remain 
unchanged.  house fulfils the need of shelter. 
Pay at ten tion  to the f ol l ow in g :

  The house describes a particular building. 
It is a materialistic possession and an 
important investment of the family. 

  Home is a place where a person lives and 
belongs to. The family members have a lot 
of emotional attachment to their home. 

  A house can be acquired by buying a 
readymade flat, purchasing a plot and getting 
a house built on it or by renting a house. 
This decision depends on the family needs 
and the financial capacity of the family. 

6.1 C on cep t a n d  im p or tan ce of  hou sin g :
 Do you  k n ow ?
 What does a house provides for?

1. Phys ical  f ac il ities : Complete the following 
table in respect to physical facilities by 
elaborating the given points in one sentence :

 Provision of shelter

 Protection from natural 
elements

 Protection from anti 
social elements

 Taking care of physical 
and personal needs

 An ideal housing provides a physical shelter 
to family members. Family needs protection 
from the environment elements such as the 
sun, wind, rain, noise and pollutants. Family 
also needs protection from anti-social elements 
causing theft and nuisance. A house is a place 
that helps to fulfil physical needs like taking 
rest, sleeping, eating, dressing up, taking care of 
personal needs etc. This helps to maintain the 
health, comfort and safety of family members.
2. Em ot ion al  en vi ron m en t : A house is a 

place that provides good emotional climate 
where family members come together and 
share their day to day experiences, feelings, 
emotions like happiness, sadness etc.

A l w ays  rem em b er that  :

 Some of the basic values like cooperation, 
support, encouragement, respecting individual 
differences etc. get developed in the family 
which help in the emotional development of 
an individual. 

3. Prov id in g I n tel l ectual  en vi ron m en t : Home 
is a place where an individual gets motivation, 
support, encouragement and guidance for 
the development of intellectual abilities. For 
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example, in a family, a child may be given 
motivation to train in classical music, dance 
or in skills like drawing and painting etc to 
develop such abilities. 

C an  Y ou  R ecal l ?
Give another example from your family life?

4. Provi d in g soc ial  cl im a te : Man is a social 
animal and cannot live in isolation. A house 
is a place where social development begins. 
Family is the first social group for a child to 
learn how to interact with others. 

Let’ s d iscuss : 
How the social development takes place in 
the family. 

 Gradually, the child learns to interact with 
neighbours, relatives and friends visiting 
the house. Children learn socially accepted 
behaviour patterns through these interactions 
and from good social habits. Participation 
in social activities and festivals in the 
community and nearby areas help in the 
social development of a person.    

5. Provi d in g econ om ic security : Owning a 
house is a good investment for a family. The 
value of property grow with time depending 
on the locality and amenities available. 
It gives more returns than other forms of 
investments in banks or post office. In times 
of crisis, some part of the house can be rented 
out to earn money. It can be mortgaged for 
taking loan from any financial agency.

6.2 T y p es of  H ou sin g :

Do  y o u reca l l  seein g  v a rio us ty p es o f  ho uses?
All over the world, various types of houses are 
observed. The commonly used terminology 
like cottages, studio flats, flats, row houses, 
bungalows, pent houses, etc. connote different 
meaning in different countries. In this unit, 
we shall discuss the terms with reference to 
Indian scenario.

  A ) C ot tage s : Cottage is a concept which 
is used commonly in our country. It 
originated in England.  It indicates a 
structure having a living space on the 
ground floor and one or two bedrooms 
on the upper floor. enerally, it is a small 
single-storied house but sometimes larger 
structures are also found and termed 
as cottages. In modern times, the old-
fashioned, modest, cosy houses generally 
found in rural or semi rural areas are 
indicated by using this term. Historically, 
it is a small house having a roof that is 
made from straw or other plant material. 
It is a house having thick walls and is 
generally constructed by using stones or 
bricks. Nowadays a small vacation house 
is indicated by the term cottage.  

C ot tage  H ou se
  B) Stud io A p ar tm en t : Studio apartment 

or studio flat is a very small flat having 
no separate bedrooms. Now a day this 
term is becoming popular among the 
young individuals who are working 
and living away from their families. 

any such flats fulfil the wish of these 
people to have a cozy house along with 
all the necessary amenities provided in 
the same place. uch flats are taken by 
these individuals on rent. The studio flat 
consists of a single  room with various 
sections which does not have barrier 
of walls or any other type of divisions. 
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An individual thus can use this room, 
for carrying out various activities like 
sleeping, entertaining, cooking etc. as a 
bedroom, a living room or kitchen.  

Stud io A p ar tm en t

  C ) F l at  /  A p ar tm en t : The simplest meaning 
of the term flat can be stated as  a self
contained housing unit occupying only a 
part of a building. In India, a building 
that has a number of flats is termed as 
an apartment building. It is an area in 
a building used by a family for living. 
This living area is divided into number 
of areas for the family members to carry 
out various activities comfortably like 
entertaining the guests, sitting together as 
a family group, taking care of personal 
needs, sleeping ( taking rest), getting 
ready, studying, cooking, eating etc. 

onsidering these needs, we find that a 
flat has a living room, bedroom, kitchen, 
study room, toilets etc. The family may 
go in for a one bed room, two room 

or three bed room flat depending on 
the factors like income, the number of 
family members, type of family ( nuclear 
or joint) etc.

  D) R ow  H ou ses : Row houses are single 
family housing units that are attached to 
each other by common walls. These are 
generally found in urban areas. They may 
be single storied or multi storied in nature 
and may be found in twin or multiple 
units. The design, appearance and the 
structure of all such houses may not be 
identical but it is very similar. These 
houses have open area in the front and 
back side which may be used as garden, 
parking area or any other purpose found 
suitable by the family members.               

R ow  H ou ses

  E) Pen t H ou ses : The term pent house 
reflects an independent and a separate 
small house which is constructed on 
the roof of an apartment building. This 
simply means that it is constructed on the 
highest floor of an apartment building. 
In architecture, it indicates a structure 
constructed on the roof of a building 
that is not attached to the parapet walls. 
Such houses do not occupy the entire 
roof space which can be used as sit out, 
placement of potted plants etc. It generally 
has high ceilings, an independent access 
to the terrace through a separate elevator 
and the most expansive views of the F l at  /  A p ar tm en t
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surrounding area. 
    They are generally the most expensive 

types of houses that are very big providing 
luxurious amenities for example, very 
costly appliances, very fine materials 
and fittings, lu urious flooring materials, 
terrace, more floor area, huge windows, 
etc.               

Pen t H ou se

  F ) Bun g a l o w s : Bungalow is generally a 
small, single storied house having open 
space on all four sides. Generally, it has 
a porch with front steps leading up to the 
top floor. ottage style houses were not 
found suitable in India because of their 
thick walls so bungalows were developed. 

The word “ bungalow”  originated from the 
Indian word Bangla, and it referred to 
houses built in a Bengali style in the 19th 
century. They are spacious homes with 
an entrance through a veranda. In the old 
days, these were found to have sloping 
roofs and a skylight window fi ed in the 
roof. Even in this century bungalows in 
villages and small towns are found to have 
slowing roofs. In the urban areas, due to 
the increasing shortage of available land, 
we may observe a bungalow with two 
stories. Normally a beautiful garden and 
parking area is observed in the front part 
and a garden and washing area in the back 
yard with an additional back entrance. 

  G ) Eco f rien d l y hou ses : In this century, 
sensitivity towards environment is 
increasing leading to popularity of eco 
friendly houses or green homes. People 
from our country are consciously using 
innovative techniques to construct 
more and more eco friendly houses. 
They are using sustainable technologies 
in construction for reducing impacts 
on environment. Some of the special 

Bun gal ow s
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features found in such houses include 
recycling of water, use of huge panels 
of glass for windows, solar panels, 
efficient practices for waste management, 
using eco friendly building materials and 
renewable energy sources etc. The aim 
of such constructions is to create such 
designs in construction which would 
help to achieve efficiency and harmony 

with the environment and reduce harmful 
effects on the environment. 

I n tern et is m y f rien d  :
 1. Find out some eco friendly house from 

your locality, plan a visit, study the special 
features and write a report about the same. 

 2. Find out information about eco house from 
the internet and write a report on it. 

U se you r b rai n  : Identify the type of house indicated through the pictures given below and 
write down their names and peculiar characteristics in the box given.

Name of the house :

Peculiar characteristics :

Name of the house :

Peculiar characteristics :
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Name of the house :

Peculiar characteristics :

Name of the house :

Peculiar characteristics :

Name of the house :

Peculiar characteristics :
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Do y ou  k n ow  ab ou t the schem e l au n ched  
b y the gove rn m en t f or  hou sin g?

Shelter is a basic requirement of each 
individual and family and so each citizen should 
be provided with at least a small house. With 
this objective, the government has launched a 
scheme ‘ Pradhan Mantri Awas Yojana ( Urban) 
Programme’ having a moto ‘ Housing for all’. 
It has a provision of making housing available 
for all by 2022, when the nation completes  
75 years of its Independence. 

U se of  I C T  : 
Search on the net for the scheme provided by 
the government for urban and rural families

6.3 Sel ection  of  site f or  a hou se :
 Housing is an important part of family life, 
where family members spend greatest span 
of their life. A house is a place for all family 
centred activities. Purchase  of a house or getting 
a house built is a major decision of a family. It is 
a huge investment for a life time so the decision 
needs to be taken very carefully by involving 
all family members and taking proper guidance 
from experts. One needs to collect a lot of 
information about the available house, its design, 
physical facilities and think about whether the 
needs of the family members will get fulfilled. 

omfort and fulfilment of various needs of 
the family members is of utmost importance.  
A family cannot change the house very often so 
the selection should be done very carefully by 
taking certain factors into consideration :
 a)  Phys ica l  F eat ures : 

Remember the following while selecting a 
plot for house.

   Check whether exact boundaries are 
demarcated and marked on the plot 
to avoid disputes and legal matters in 
future.

   The plot should have a regular shape. 
A rectangular shape is considered good 
for planning. If the shape is not regular, 
some space may be wasted. 

   The plot should have slight slope 
towards the road so that the rain water 
will drain away easily from the house 
and the surrounding area of the house 
will not remain wet causing unhygienic 
condition. At the same laying the drain 
lines becomes easy. 

   A house should be on an elevated 
ground as it gives a beautiful view of 
the surrounding area. 

   Preference should be given to a house 
which possesses some object of natural 
beauty like the view of a hill, lake etc. 

   It should have possibility to admit 
plenty of fresh air and light. If there are 
plenty of dense trees, the admittance of 
sunlight may be cut off.

 b ) Loc at ion  : Location of the site of a house 
must be studied carefully. A family may 
go in for a house on rent, may purchase 
a readymade flat or may purchase a plot 
and get a house constructed on it.

 A l w ays  rem em b er :
  The following guidelines.
   It must be an area where basic facilities 

are available. The facilities, such 
as good transportation, good roads, 
markets, clinics, schools, etc should 
be within easy reach. 

    Good neighbourhood and surroundings 
are of utmost importance as children 
are going to grow up here. From this 
point of view, if it is a rental house, the 
family has a choice of moving out if it 
is not found suitable but if it going to 
be an own house this point becomes 
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all the more important as the family is 
going to live there for the life time. So 
consider the class and sort of people 
living in the area.

    It should be away from industrial 
zones which emit fumes leading to 
pollution of air. It should also be away 
from railways, main roads and high 
ways due to the high noise level and 
vibrations coming towards the house.

 c]  Soi l  C on d ition  : One needs to get 
the nature of soil checked from the 
experts. This will determine the type of 
foundation required and affect the cost of 
construction. The land/plot may be found 
to have various soil conditions which 
may be as follows :

F ul l y R oc k y soi l  : 
A d van tage s Disad van tage s

 This soil 
gives firm 
foundation

 It gets hot by the day 
and does not cool by 
night especially during 
summer.

 It does not 
absorb water 
and become 
water logged

 If excavation or site 
leveling is required, it 
creates problems.

 Lying of drain lines is 
difficult. 

 It poses a problem in 
developing a garden 
and growing trees.

Because of the above mentioned dis-
advantages it may not be considered good for 
construction of a house.
Loos e gr ou n d  : The land should not be loose 
ground or a ‘ made soil’ or reclaimed ground 
which means, ground which was once a 
depression and has been filled up afterwards 
with refuse. Such soil has many disadvantages 

which can be listed as given below :
  Loose ground presents foundation problems.
  The land absorbs water, becomes water 

logged and hence becomes unhygienic.
  There is always a danger of such a soil 

settling down unevenly and obstructing 
drainage.

  A problem of development of cracks in 
buildings built on such lands is common.

Thus it is not considered as a good soil for 
construction of a house.
Bl ac k  cot ton  soi l  : It is good from the point of 
view of a garden but has following disadvantages. 

  It poses problems of foundation.  
  It cannot support the construction of a 

house so advanced technique of preparing 
foundation like ‘ Pile foundations’ will 
become necessary on such land, which can 
prove to be costly.  

G o o d  so il  f o r ho use co n structio n  : There should 
be firm soil, murum or rock within a depth of  
2 to 5 feet below the surface for a good foundation. 
This soil gives following advantages :

  This soil makes it easy to lay the drainage 
lines.

  It turns out to be good for developing a 
garden.

  The construction of foundations is not 
difficult or costly.

 d ]  H y g ien ic co n d itio n s : For the purpose of 
maintaining hygienic conditions, certain 
points should be considered in planning 
a house. These are as follows. 

  House should not have open drainage 
in the vicinity. The area should have 
proper drainage facility provided by 
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the corporation or the local authority.

  There should proper be arrangement 
for the rain water to be drained off. 
Water should not get accumulated in 
nearby the house.

  The plan of a house should be such 
that all the rooms, bathrooms and 
W.C. would receive ample amount of 
light and ventilation. For this purpose 
sufficient number of windows should 
be provided.

  Cross ventilation should take place in 
all the main rooms. As a thumb rule 
for the rooms, minimum area of the 
windows should be one seventh of 
the floor area and for bathrooms and 
W. C. it should be one half.  

 e) Prac tica l  con ve n ien ces : Site of the 
house should be in a developed area where 
various services are made available for 
carrying out day to day routine activities 
smoothly. 

 List ou t : Various services considered 
essential for a house :

 

 Following services are considered essential 
for a house :
  The most important services are electricity, 

water supply and plumbing. No one can 
even imagine life without the use of these 
services. In the present era the dependence 
on these services is so much that even if 
their supply interrupts for a few hours, 
people get restless and agitated.

  Some other services include schools and 
cottages, telephone and internet service, post 
office, banks, police stations, fire brigade, 
hospitals, shopping centres, recreational 
centres, places of worships etc. should be 
within easy reach.    

C an  Y ou  R ecal l ?

  ousing helps to fulfil the basic need of 
shelter of the human being. 

  A home is the basic centre of family life 
and forms the basis of all the family centred 
activities. 

  An ideal housing provides physical 
facilities, conducive emotional environment, 
intellectual environment, social climate and 
economical security to the family members. 

  There are various types of houses like 
cottages, flats, row houses, bungalows, pent 
houses, studio flats, etc.  

  Indian citizens have started becoming 
sensitive toward the environmental issues 
and thus Eco friendly houses are becoming 
more and common in our country.

  A family cannot change the house very often 
and it is a life time investment involving 
huge amount of money so the selection of 
site for a house should be done very carefully 
by taking certain factors into consideration. 
These factors include physical features, 
location, soil condition, hygienic conditions 
and practical conveniences. 
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Exercise

  f. What points should be considered in 
practical conveniences while selecting a 
house?

 2) Dif f eren tiat e b etw een  the f ol l ow in g.
  a. Bungalow and row houses
  b. Flats and apartments
  c. Bungalows and cottages

 3) W rite shor t n ot es on  the f ol l ow in g.
  a. Physical features in selection of a house
  b. Location of a house
  c. Practical conveniences in selection of a 

house
  d. Cottages and bungalows
  e. Flats, row houses and pent houses
  f. tudio flats and eco friendly housing

 4) G ive  reas on s f or  the f ol l ow in g.
  a. A house having slight slope towards the 

road is considered good. 
  b. It is important to consider neighbourhood 

and surrounding in selecting a house.

  Lon g an sw er q uestion s :
  a. What is the importance of family 

housing?  Describe the various needs that 
get fulfilled through a good housing

  b. List out the factors to be considered in 
selection of a house and describe any one 
of it. 

Proj ects/ A ssign m en ts :
 a. Collect pictures of various types of houses 

from news papers, magazines, pamphlets 
etc. and prepare a scrap book by sticking 
them neatly.  

 b. List out the various amenities available for 
your house.  

 c. Find out some eco friendly house from 
your locality, plan a visit, study the special 
features and write a report about the same. 



   O b j ective  q uestion s :
1)  C o m p l ete the f o l l o w in g  sen ten ces b y  
  sel ectin g  a p p ro p ria te w o rd s f ro m  the 

b ra ck et : ( renting, cottage, row houses, 
loose ground, pent house, eco friendly)

  1. A house can be obtained by a family 
by buying, getting it constructed or 
_________ 

  2. The type of structure generally termed as 
a vacation house is _________

  3. The houses that are attached to each 
other are termed as _________

  4. The type of soil that may settle down 
unevenly and develop cracks in a building 
is _________

  5. The type of house that is constructed  on 
the terrace ( roof) of a building is called 
as _______________ 

  6. The house that aims at conservation of 
environment is called as _____________ .

 2) G ive  the m ean in g of  the f ol l ow in g term s 
in  on e sen ten ce. 

  a. Flat          b.  Cottage
  c. Bungalow  d.  Row house

   Shor t A n sw er Q uestion s : 
 1) A n sw er the f ol l ow in g q uestion s in  b rief .
  a. ow does housing fulfil the need of 

providing physical facilities, emotional 
and intellectual environment?

  b. Explain how housing is important in 
social development of a person and 
provides financial security  

  c. What is a bungalow?  What are its 
peculiarities?  

  d. What points should be considered 
in physical features of the site while 
selecting a house?

  e. What points should be considered in 
hygienic conditions while selecting a 
house?
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Furniture is very important in home. 
Several varieties of furniture are available in the 
market. Some of them are costly, attractive and 
proportionate, while other type of furniture is 
cheap, lack of qualities and less attractive. The 
material used for furniture is wood, cane, metal, 
plastic, upholster and glass. While selecting 
furniture one should be careful and examine 
it for beauty, comfort, utility and multipurpose 
use. Furniture items also form integral part of 
decorating scheme in any room of the house. 
It enhances beauty of the interior and proves 
functional. Cost of maintenance also must be 
low and it should be easy to clean.  
efi i i

 The dictionary meaning of furniture states 
it as: e e ec e e

i i i e i i
i i

Furniture is used for various activities such 
as sitting, sleeping, eating, dressing, etc. Furniture 
is basically intended for work, storage, comfort 
and rest. 

c i e ec i e i e
The number of furniture items that a 

family should have will depend upon the 
activities carried out in different areas of the 
house. Once the family has taken a decision, 
regarding furniture, the individual pieces must 
be examined and selected carefully on the basis 
of following criteria : 

 7.1 Factors in selection of home furniture
 7.2  Material used for furniture
 7.3  General principles in furniture arrangement
 7.4  Care and maintenance of furniture

e i
List out the factors in selection of home 
furniture.

   Comfort is a desired and 
expected characteristic from the 
furniture.  The features of the furniture 
which make it comfortable to use are its 
weight, mobility, suitability and firmness. 
Furniture should be designed according 
to the anthropometric measurement of 
the user. Most of the furniture is made 
by using standard measurements for an 
average person. Before purchasing the 
furniture one should take a trial and feel 
the comfort for oneself to use it. 

  i e e e ce  While selecting 
furniture for the family, one should 
consider the preferences of the family 
members. Profession and social status 
of the family should also be considered. 
The selection of furniture should be 
done according to their need and use or 
utility of furniture.  The families with 
transferable jobs prefer the light weight, 
easy to carry and folding furniture. The 
families residing in small home should 
use multipurpose furniture example: two 
in one furniture, sofa cum bed, sofa cum 
box etc. 

  e  The cost of furniture depends 
on the material used, design and style, 

e i e 
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colour of the furniture, and construction. 
ne can buy essential furniture first and 

then add gradually. Compare the cost 
of furniture while selecting, by visiting 
different showrooms. One should be 
careful when buying on discount sales. 
Example, cost wise upholstered furniture 
is costlier than cane or metal furniture.

  c i e i  Proper 
construction of furniture makes it sturdy, 
comfortable and increases its durability.  
No one should purchase a piece of 
furniture without making a complete 
examination of it. The purchaser should 
check the bottom, sides, back, inside and 
front of the each furniture piece. The leg 
and the frame should be usually joined 
with glue and also with dowels, screws, 
and clips or corner metal plates. A person 
may have difficulty in e amining the 
whole joint but one can ask information 
from the seller. 

   The design of the furniture refers to 
its shape, size, weight, balance, and 
proportion. A simple design is better than 
a decorative design for furniture. Design 
should make the furniture easy to use, 
comfortable, easy to clean and maintain. 
The construction of furniture should be 
ergonomically good to get maximum 
comfort. 

  i i  Durability of furniture 
depends upon the material used, the 
type of joints used, design and style, and 
workmanship. Sturdy furniture, made of 
well-seasoned wood is more durable than 
cheap quality of wood. The furniture will 
be more durable if it is well maintained 
by dusting, polishing, repairing in time, 
handled with care and used properly. 
Durability is also dependent on the 

construction of the furniture. Example: 
roper finishing of surfaces etc. 

  i ic i i  Atmospheric 
condition is an essential factor to be 
considered in buying furniture, for 
example metal furniture is not suitable in 
cities having humid condition. It tends to 
rust which affects its strength, beauty, and 
life. The wooden furniture is not affected 
by atmospheric condition and is suitable 
for all types of climatic condition. 

  i e ce  Maintenance of furniture 
is an important factor while selecting 
furniture. The maintenance cost should 
be less than purchasing cost. Proper 
care of furniture in terms of dusting, 
polishing, timely repairing is essential to 
maintain it in good condition. In general, 
steel furniture requires less maintenance 
than the upholstered and glass furniture. 

  e e  While furnishing the 
house, selection of modern furniture is 
preferred. It is desired to have novelty 
in furniture. Proper selection of furniture 
will reflect the taste of the family. ence, 
while selecting furniture, socio-economic 
status should be considered. Today, 
families prefer eco-friendly multipurpose 
use furniture and in built furniture to 
utilize the available limited space. 

i e e i e i e

  e i i i  The use of multipurpose 
furniture is the best e ample of fle ibility. 
Recently this type of furniture has 
become more popular. It should be easy 
to move from one place to other place 
and should have possibility to be used 
for multiple activities. Example : Sofa 
cum-bed, Folding Dining Table etc.
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e e ic e

i

  Elements of design like colour, texture, 
form, shape, and space play important role in 
aesthetics of furniture. Beauty of furniture is 
based on good designing with consideration to 
ergonomic factor, good construction, comfort in 
use etc. Furniture with variety of raw material in 
different shapes and designs bring in innovation 
which adds beauty to the room. 

e i e i e
Different types of materials are used for 

manufacturing furniture. Each material has its 
own quality and limitations. Good range of 
material is available in today’s market. Cost of 
furniture depends on the type of material used 
for making furniture.

List out different types of materials 
commonly used in making furniture

e ei i ei

  Wood is the traditional material 
used for making the furniture. Most of 
the time whole furniture or pieces of 
furniture can be made from wood. The 
wooden furniture has aesthetic value, 
durability, natural beauty, fle ibility in 
use and also has utility.  It is generally 
not affected by the climatic condition. 

   e c ifie
  a. Soft wood and hard wood 
  b. atural wood and rtificial wood.

Soft wood are used for housing construction, 
for panelling and for kitchen furniture.  Namely; 

Cedar, Fir, Pine. Where as hard wood are used 
for furniture, housing building, boat construction, 
and tool making. Namely; Beech, Chestnut, 
Ebony, Elm, Mahogony, and Maple. 

The most common natural woods that are 
available in India are used for furniture. It includes 
Teak wood, Walnut, andal, ahogany, alda, 

al, hisham, eodar, ango etc. rtificial 
woods as lywood, ardboard, article board, 
Fiber board, Willow, Rattan and Reed etc., are 
also used for furniture.  
	  e  Teak wood is generally 

used for valued furniture in high class 
interiors. It is durable, water resistant, 
resistant to pests, disease, and rots and 
comparatively expensive. It is rich in 
appearance and its grains and rings 
are very clear and ornamental. It is 
moderately heavy and hard. It is easy to 
polish. 

  S
These are also used for furniture but 
are not available in abundance and 
are costly. They are useful for small 
decorative articles and small furniture 
pieces such as centre table, boxes, etc. 
Sandal wood furniture has its own value 
and beauty. It is impossible to use it 
for making furniture because, cutting of 
sandal wood trees has been banned by 
the government.

  S S i  These are 
strong and heavy woods. Keeping quality 
of Sal wood is low compared to Shisham. 
Shisham has beautiful appearance but it 
is very costly. It is used for furniture and 
decorative articles.

  ie ie i e
ee  These are used for low cost 

furniture. Durability and grains of such 
varieties cannot be compared with teak 
wood. 
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  i ee Furniture made 
from material like Willow, Rattan, Reed 
is called Wickerwork. Willow can be 
woven just like cane. Rattan is a kind 
of vine that does not take any colour but 
can be given a burnt effect by scorching 
it with a blow torch. Reed is the hard 
core, left after the outer rattan fiber is 
stripped away. 

i e i e

    lywood is artificial wood. 
It is available in the market with 
various sizes and thicknesses which can 
be selected as per the need. It is also 
available as dent proof, water proof and 
fire proof variety. It is used for a wide 
range of structural, interior and exterior 
applications in furniture.

  e  Bamboo slips of various diameters 
are used in making cane furniture. Fine 
slips of fle ible cane make the weaving, 
coiling and plaiting easy for artisans. 
Cane furniture can be waxed, oil painted 
and polished to give desired finish. It 
is light in weight and cheaper than the 
wooden furniture.

    Cane is traditionally being used with 
wooden base to make outdoor furniture.  
It is very popular because of globalization, 
better exposure and having exclusive 
look.

i e i e

    Many homes, hotels and resorts have 
separate sections where only cane furniture 
is displayed. It is also used in bedrooms 
and living rooms for lavish appearance. 
The range of cane products has expanded 
to include lounge chairs, classy dining 
chairs and stylish sofa.

 e  Metal furniture is manufactured 
on large scale by using different metals 
and alloys for example; Iron ( Wrought 
iron, Painted iron), aluminium, stainless 
steel, painted steel and Brass. To make 
furniture rust proof it is either painted or 
chromium plated. 

    Metal furniture is highly utilitarian, 
fireproof, durable and light in weight. ry 
artificial heat does not affect it, but climatic 
conditions may have an effect on it. It 
can be easily moulded in various shapes. 
During manufacturing of metal furniture 
different parts are welded or riveted. 

i e i e
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    Various range of metal furniture are 
available in market i.e., chairs, tables, 
rack, cupboards and cabinets etc. Metal 
tubes and light angles are also used in 
vivid and attractive colours. 

 ic  Plastic can be molded in various 
shapes and sizes. It is very attractive 
because of various colours. Molded 
plastic furniture is made by premixed 
chemical like Urethane. Urethane has 
good cushioning properties. ence it is 
good for making molded plastic furniture 
and it is rigid, dent proof, unbreakable, 
light in weight, easy to move and easy 
to clean. Plastic cane is also very useful 
for making back and seat of the chairs. 

i ic i e

 p e Generally because of 
hardness wooden and other material 
furniture may not be found comfortable to 
use and hence it is finished with cushioned 
surface. This is called “ upholstering” . 
Permanent upholstered furniture consists 
of four parts i.e., frame, belts instead of 
springs, filling material such as cotton, 
coconut coir, pieces of fabrics and  foam 
with  various density. 

i p e i e

     The frame of the upholstered furniture 
is made of wood and metal material. Belts 
are used instead of springs for proper 
supporting. Foam of various densities is 
used for proper stuffing for filling and 
comfort. For finishing, select re in fabric 
or leather fabric, different types of woven 
and non woven fabric according to colour 
scheme of the room. Different types of 
fabric and leather fabric are more durable 
as compared to rexin fabric. Finishes of 
upholstered furniture should be done by 
using nails and phenol resin glues which 
is very strong and is heat and water 
resistant. Legs should stand squarely and 
firmly on the floor and give proper support 
to the top of the upholstered furniture. 
Proper construction of a furniture piece 
makes it sturdy, comfortable and increase 
its durability.

 Recently the use of glass is 
becoming popular in making furniture. 
It is available in various colours and 
decorative forms. Glass tops are often 
used for writing tables and dining tables. 
Glass is commonly used for partitions, 
large exterior and interior sliding doors 
and for windows. Glass furniture is dent 
proof, water proof and is easy to clean.

i i e

    Fiber glass, made of fine threads can be 
woven in cloth and nets which are very 
hard wearing and inflammable. lass 
fibers can also be mi ed with plastic 
to make very strong and lightweight 
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furniture. It is commonly seen in the 
form of brightly coloured, molded chairs 
in public places like airports, restaurants 
and auditorium.  

e
Search for pictures of various types of 
furniture from the internet. 

e e p i cip e i i e
e e  When decision of purchase 

of furniture is made, one should decide size 
and number to be bought according to the 
availability of space to avoid overcrowding 
of rooms. One can think of how and where 
the furniture is to be arranged. 

e e e
General principles in furniture arrangement.

    Furniture size should be proportionate to 
the room size. Small room should have 
small pieces of furniture and large rooms 
with large furniture.

    Furniture itself and its relation to wall 
space should be in good proportion. 
For example, arrange bigger or heavy 
furniture parallel to large wall and small 
furniture can be placed at an angle, to 
match the architecture of the room. 

   First bigger furniture should be arranged 
and then small furniture, to maintain 
balance by using similar furniture or 
different furniture. 

i i e e e

  Do not accommodate too much furniture 
which may reduce space of the room. 

  rrange the furniture out off traffic 
lanes”  to avoid household accidents.  

  Opening of doors and windows should 
be considered while arranging furniture. 
So that proper ventilation will take place 
and sunlight will enter the room. 

 	In every room, rhythm should be obtained 
by repetition of accent through either by 
furniture arrangement, or by the use of 
colour, design, texture of the furniture so 
that the eye is carried from one point to 
another. 

  Any defect in construction can be reduced 
through proper arrangement of furniture. 
For example, if room is too large, then 
the corner should be arranged with large 
furniture.

  There should be enough space around the 
furniture so it can be easy to clean and 
maintain the walls of the room.

   Functional consideration of arrangement 
is more important than aesthetic 
considerations in furniture arrangement. 
For example, sociability in living room, 
relaxation and privacy in bed room.
e i e ce i e

 Before purchase of any furniture family 
members must know how to take care and 
maintain it. Care and maintenance of the 
furniture is an essential part, as it retains 
appearance and beauty of the furniture. Care 
and maintenance should be taken according 
to the material used for furniture. 

 e e i e  Furniture 
should be rubbed and dusted often with 
soft cotton cloth. Carry out weekly 
cleaning with a mixture of vinegar in 
luke warm water and dry it properly. As a 
preventive measure the wooden furniture 
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should be always kept dry. Precaution 
should be taken to make it termite proof. 
Apply wooden polish for maintenance of 
wooden furniture.

e i
   Turpentine : 2 Parts
   Methylated spirits : 1 Part
   Linseed oil : 2 parts
   Vinegar : 1 part
 	Take the above ingredients in a beaker 
  Shake well to form an emulsion
   Use this homemade polish for wooden
   furniture.

 e e i e It can be 
cleaned daily with dry and soft cotton 
cloth. Never use soapy water as it become 
yellowish. Occasionally it can be cleaned 
with the mixture of one litre water and 
one table spoon salt. Dry it immediately.  

 e e i e  It can be 
cleaned with warm soapy water. Rinse 
the piece of furniture with clean water. 
Dry with a towel or keep in sunlight. It 
is either painted or chromium plated to 
prevent rusting. 

ec

 e ic i e  Remove the 
dust daily with soft flannel cloth. It can 
be cleaned with soapy water or with non-
greasy cleaner spray.

 e p e i e  It can 
be cleaned with soft brush or vacuum 
cleaner to remove dust. Small stains can be 
removed by using petrol or using vinegar 
by rubbing it in one direction with soft 
cotton cloth. If stain is identified, it can 
be removed by particular stain removal 
method. The maintenance of leather 
fabric is easy as it can be cleaned with 
vinegar or lime juice. 

 e i e  Dusting of 
glass furniture should be done daily. 
Wipe it with soft flannel cloth to avoid 
scratches. Cleaning material like soap 
solution, cleaning solution and brightening 
solution is available in market for cleaning 
the glass furniture. Sliding glass should 
be cleaned by using wet newspaper with 
whitening powder. A little ammonia can 
be added to the water to clean greasy 
glass furniture. Methylated spirits can be 
used for removing stains.

  Furniture is very important in home. 
Several varieties of furniture are available 
in the market.

  Furniture is an essential element of 
interior decoration.

  It adds aesthetic value to the room and 
improves status of the family.

	  Furniture makes home furnishing 
comfortable and convenient to the each 
and every member of the family. 

	  Furniture is used for the performance of 
various activities such as sitting, writing, 
relaxing, eating, sleeping and working 
for various activities.

  Furniture is made from different 
materials such as wood, metal, plastic, 
upholstery, glass and combination of these  
materials. 

	  Points need to be considered in the 
selection of furniture are comfort, family 
preference, budget, construction and 
design, durability, climatic condition, 
maintenance, new trends, fle ibility, 
aesthetic value etc.

	  Different materials used in furniture 
require different type of care and 
maintenance. 
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	 ec i e e i
ip e c ice e i

  . eavy furniture pieces should be  
arranged ___________ to the wall. 

   a) Opposite b) Infront   c) Parallel

  2. Metal furniture is used for making 
_______ _w eight furniture.  

    a  eavy b  ight   c  oderate

  3. Wood is one of the __________ material 
used for making furniture.

   a) Common   b) Regular   c) Traditional

  4. Furniture is basically intended for work, 
____________ and rest. 

   a) Comfort   b) Luxury    c) Fashion

  5. Families with transferable jobs prefer the 
_____________ furniture.  

   a  ight weight     b  eavy     c  arrow

 c e i  

A B

 a. Wooden Furniture  i  eavy weight

 b. Metal Furniture  ii) Comfort

 c. Plastic Furniture  iii) Painted Polish 

 d. Furniture  iv) Flexible 

 e. Glass Furniture  v) Soup Solution

 e i e e e i e e
e e e  

  a. Furniture for small houses should be 
multipurpose.

  b. lastic furniture is more fle ible.
  c. Glass furniture is hard to clean.
  d. Comfort is dependent on construction 

and design of the furniture.

  S e e i
  i e e e i
   a. lastic furniture is preferred for office.
   b. Furniture is fundamental part of home 

decoration.
   c. Multipurpose furniture is suitable for 

small houses. 
  i e e e i  
   a. Method of preparing furniture polish 

at home. 
   b. Cleaning glass furniture.
   c. Any two types of furniture.
   d. Maintenance of furniture.
   e. Soft wood and hardwood.
   f. Wooden and glass furniture.

  e e i  
  a. What are the essential points that should 

be considered in selection of furniture?
  b. Explain different types of materials used 

for furniture.
  c. Write the general principles considered in 

arranging furniture.
  d. Explain care and maintenance of different 

types of furniture.

  ec
  a. Examine the classroom furniture with 

respect to design, material, construction 
and finishes.

  b. Collect pictures of various types of 
furniture. Classify them on the basis 
of various rooms and material used. 
Prepare a scrapbook.

  c. Visit a furniture showroom or well 
furnished house and write report on type 
of furniture, material used and its cost.  



e ci e
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 .  Introduction of flower arrangement and decoration
 .2 aterial used in flower arrangement
 .  Types of flower arrangement
 .  rinciples in flower arrangement
 .  Forms of flower decoration

C an  you  tel l ?
	 Which flowering plants do you have in 

your gardens
	 Which type of flowers do you observe 

around you
  The names of flowers you observe around 

you.
  arious uses of flowers. 

The art of flower arrangement is uite 
old The art of arranging flowers in systematic 
manner to enhance its beauty is called flower 
arrangement.

efi i i
Flower arrangement may be defined as 

the art of organi ing flowers, other plants, 
materials and receptacles into compositions 
having harmony of form, te ture and colour. 
Its purpose is to add cheer, life and beauty to 
surroundings.

This art form is used in the homes as well 
as in temples, churches hotels, hospitals etc. t 
the time of festivals and auspicious occasions 
it is used in varied forms like in the decorating 
the house by flowers, flower necklaces, drawing 
rangoli in the yard of a house tying toran  on 
door and pillars, decorating the stage, etc.  Thus 
flowers are used in different ways.

c i e e e
ec i  

e e e ec i  

e e e
The Importance of Flower rrangement and 
decoration :

	  Flower arrangement imparts beauty to a 
house and brings nature inside.

  It is a nice way to utili e leisure giving 
scope to a person s creativity.

	 It creates lively atmosphere in home and 
sustains our culture.

	 It removes passiveness from life and keeps 
the mind fresh and healthy.

  It gives an opportunity to do something and 
enhances our creativity.

	 It enables the use of principles of arts and 
teaches importance of beauty.

e i e i e e e

 i e i This includes any kind 
of live plant material such as flowers, 
leaves, fruits, buds, roots, branches, 
twigs, etc.  easonal fresh flowers give 
a large variety of choice in all kinds of 
arrangement and broad ones in hori ontal 
arrangement. It is possible to give 
emphasis to the branches and the leaves 
and flowers should be arranged keeping 
them as base one should select branches 
with good natural shapes.

e e e

   lants should be watered before cutting 
flowers or leaves.
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  e i e p e e i e
e e  alt, aspirin, bora , 

sugar, moss, ice cubes, coal or sand can 
be used.  ower part of the stalks of 
flowers should be devoid of leaves to 
prevent decay.

  i cce ie  ny material used as 
accessories in flower arrangements should 
be aesthetically beautiful and harmonious 
to the theme of the arrangement. aterial 
such as stones, coral rocks, sea shells, 
small sculptures of animals, birds, 
human figures, satin ribbons, decorative 
net, etc. can be used. uch accessories 
should be proportionate to the si e of the 
arrangement.

  ii e e i part from the above 
mentioned major materials, one also needs 
materials like scissors, rubber bands, wire, 
pins a sharp knife, florist tape, etc.    

i e i e i e e e e

pe e e e
i i i e e e

Traditional flower arrangement focuses 
on the use of conventional flower material 
and traditional arrangement techni ues. 

nlike modern flower arrangement, 
creativity of the decoration is considered 
secondary. pecific vases are used for the 
arrangements which are usually round or 
elongated in shape, metallic and carved 
with delicate article artistic designs.

  The best time to cut the plant material is 
before sunrise or after sunset to reduce 
shock to the plant.

  tems of flower are cut at an angle to 
increase water absorption and with sharp 
shears.

  They should be kept in cold water to which 
a pinch of salt, sugar or coal is added for at 
least three hours to fortify them with water.

  tems of flowers that give out white sticky 
substance should be held under running 
water to allow water to be absorbed freely.

  Flowers bought from the market should be 
carried in wet newspaper by putting it into 
polythene bags.

 
 ii e i  ried parts of plants 

like flowers and foliage can be collected, 
bought and preserved.  uch dry material 
is handy when fresh plant material is not 
easily available. t the same time they 
do not re uire much attention.

  iii i e   variety of containers, 
tall or short, made of bron e, clay, 
brass, china, bamboo, wood, glass 
etc.  are available in the market.  ne 
should select the container carefully. 
The containers in earthy tones, without 
prominent surface decoration and with 
enough capacity for holding water are 
suitable.  ases should be filled with 
water before starting the arrangement.  

ow containers are best for dining tables 
and tall ones for corner arrangements and 
for arrangements placed against walls.

  i e e  There are many types 
of flower holders available in the market. 

in holders, wire mesh, foam brick, clay 
etc. are used commonly for fi ing the 
plant material.  in holders can be fi ed 
firmly to the dry base of the vase with 
plasticine.  In tall containers small pieces 
of stems are fi ed at the mouth in  or 

 shape to hold the flowers.

S

i i e

i e

Sic e

e

i

i

C l ay
S e Sic e i e
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   It tends to include a lot of flowers of 
various types.  omparatively the number 
of leaves is much smaller.  Flowers of 
even height are arranged in symmetrical 
manner  for e ample, circular fan design.  
This arrangement mostly uses candle as 
accessories.

i i i e e e

  ii p e e e e e Ikebana 
is a type of apanese flower arrangement. 
e e i
e  apanese have developed this 

art to a high degree through many 
different schools of flower arrangement. 
Flowers have an important place in the 
life of people of apan, and have special 
significance beyond beauty.

    In apanese flower arrangement the 
emphasis is on line and direction. It is 
based on a basic theme or style, evolving 
out of philosophical ideas.  It focuses on 
the choice of plant material in relation to 
the container and the surrounding space.  
The most distinguishing feature of this is 
the slenderness of the line of the plant 
material.  They are simple, informal, and 
meaningful.  The type of vases used can 
be tall as well as low.  ostly they are 
made from bamboo, bron e or pottery in 
some subdued colours as brown, gray, 
tan, dull blue, grayish green or bron e.  
In low pots metal pin holders are used 

and in tall vases y shaped or split twig or 
forked branch is used to hold the stems 
of the flowers.

    ractically all styles of apanese 
flower arrangements are based on three 
principles: eaven, an and arth which 
are represented by three main branches.

   e e  The tallest spray symboli es 
eaven and it is arranged as central a is 

in the vase.  Its height is one and half 
times the height of the container.

    The second height represents 
man.  It gives the greatest width to the 
arrangement.  Its height is e ual to the 
length of the container.

   The lowest spray denotes earth.  
It is placed opposite to the branch 
signifying man to balance it out. Its 
height is half the height of man.

   Fillers are added with these main lines 
to make a complete arrangement.  These 
are termed as i  and e

i S c e p e e e e

i c p e e e e

ec

ec ec

S ec S ec

S ec

Secon d ar y150

450

i e

i e
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p e e e i e e

  iii e e e e  This 
type of arrangement has no binding 
of rules.   person is free to make an 
arrangement by using his her creativity.  
This perhaps might be the reason why 
this arrangement is uite popular.  
person can use various parts of plant in 
this arrangement.  It also uses number of 
flowers, leaves, grass, creepers, crotons, 
cactus, vegetables, fruits etc. Fresh 
flowers and leaves are not necessarily 
used always but dried out or even artificial 
flowers used occassionally to give a uite 
decent appearance to this arrangement.  

odern decoration techni ues include 
the use of feathers, broken glass, shells 
and even shabby metallic ware.

    ather than what material is used in 
the arrangement, the way with which 
it is arranged is much important in the 
judgment of its grace. Free style of 
arrangement gives a person an opportunity 
to create non traditional shapes. These 
arrangements rely on emphasis of rhythmic 
lines, effective colours, powerful shapes 
and variation of te tures.

i e e e e

 i e e This arrangement 
is predominant in the winter seasons 
in cold countries or in the summer 
in India. When flowers are not in 
abundance, different types of twigs, 
dried leaves, stalks or branches, fruits, 
or evergreen flowers can be used in an 
attractive manner. ried weeds that are 
painted with enamel paints can be used 
effectively in dry arrangements.  The 
thistle, pine cones, cotton pods, whole 
sugarcane flowers dried , wood rose 
etc. are the basic materials. They all can 
make colourful and subtle arrangements. 

ne should use shallow containers that 
are  of ceramic, wood or opa ue glass.

i e e e

  i i e e e e
ynonymous with its name, miniature 

flower arrangement is very small in si e 
generally it does not e ceed five inches 
of height. iniature flower arrangements 
are uite commonly found on the center 
table of the living room, study desk and 
even on dining tables.

    The containers used in such arrange
ments are usually small bottles, tea cups 
or tiny vases.  To bring in harmony and 
proportion with such containers, small 
and delicate flowers and leaves are used.  

umber of flowers in this arrangement 
is comparatively less than that in a 
regular flower arrangement.  In spite of 

p e e e e e
ee i c e

M an
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the limited number and small si e, these 
arrangements are e ually attractive and 
elegant.

i i i e e e e

i cip e i e e e

fi i i e e i

  i e i  It decides the structural pattern 
of the floral arrangement. The design is 
essentially determined by the location, 
occasion and the materials available.

  ii ce It emphasi es on the use of 
material in a floral arrangement which 
gives stability to the arrangement. The 
two most important elements of balance 
in an arrangement are form and colour.  

alance is of two types : 
   S e ic ce The two sides 

of the floral arrangement have e ual 
amount of materials placed on either 
sides of the floral arrangement.

   e ic ce  The two 
sides of the floral arrangement are 
not e ual but still have e ual visual 
weight. olour plays a vital role 
here. ark colours give a visual 
effect of weight and so are used low 
in the arrangement. o also, lighter 
colours are more appropriate for the 
other and upper portions of the floral 
arrangements.

  iii Sc e  It deals with the proportions 
of different components of the floral 

arrangement. It thus emphasi es on the 
material used to that of the si e of the 
container holding the floral arrangement. 

  i  It emphasi es on directing 
the viewer s eye along the main line of 
arrangement so that the whole shape of 
the composition is properly followed and 
understood. 

  p i c i  The central 
portion of the floral arrangement from 
where the flowers and foliage of the 
arrangement appear to be emerging 
from is known as the focal point of the 
arrangement. ence, larger and dark 
colored flowers are usually used as the 
focal point of the floral arrangement.

  i e i  ever mi  dry and wet 
material in one arrangement.

  ii i This principle 
takes care of the appropriate use of 
flowers for the occasion. It also takes 
care of the blending of colours of the 
flowers used in the floral arrangement 
and that of the container such that they 
contrast each other.

See i i i

i
onsai is an arrangement with artistic value 

developed by apanese artisans. 
In apanese anguage, on  means ot  and 

ai  means Tree hence bonsai has a meaning 
a tree in pot  It is also called Tray lants. 

e e i ie
earch for more information about onsai 

and collect the pictures.

e ec i

i

part from flower arrangements made for 
cultural gatherings in schools and colleges, 
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literature summit, meetings, weddings, elocution 
programmes etc. lant materials are also used 
in various other forms which are as follows :
	 e e  essages of love is 

carried by sending flowers as a gift. Flower 
bou uets are presented at the time of various 
function. 

   Flowers are woven in 
the form of garlands to be used for various 
purposes like to honor the chief guest for 
a function, for pooja to be performed, for 
the bridegroom for a wedding, for a stage 
decoration etc. 

  S e i e  The flowers are 
showered on guests to honor them at the 
time of various functions. 

  i  The various types easily 
available in market of available flowers like 

innia, ster and oses etc. are common 
used for floral rangoli. 

  e i i i  To wear flower heads 
in hair is popular since the th century. 

nly the style differs according to time and 
fashion.

  e Sp  prays are large flat 

bou uets with long stems that are carried or 
placed on tombs or coffins to commemorate 
the dead.

i e Sp

e e i ie
Find out videos of various types of flower 
arrangements, and collect new information 
from the internet and discuss the same. 

	  Flower arrangement is an art of arranging 
the flowers systematically.

  It enhances a person s creativity 
	 aterials used for it are flowers, leaves, 

fruits, buds, branches etc.
  ried parts of plants can also be used in the 

arrangements. 
  apanese flower arrangement is based on 

three principles eaven, an and arth.
 	 alt, aspirin, bora , sugar, moss, ice cubes, 

coal or sand can be used for preserving the 
arrangements.

ec

	 Forms of flower decoration are, flowers as a 
gift, bou uets, floral garlands, showering of 
flowers, floral rangoli and stage decoration, 

  Flowers are used for sending messages, 
floral garlands for interior decoration and 
floral rangoli for welcoming the guest. 

		 howering of flowers is organi ed to e press 
joy and religious faith.

  ecently floral stage decoration, has become 
common in society.
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	 ec i e e i              
ip e c ice e i

  . Ikebana  is the _________  type of flower 
arrangement.

   a  ry  b  apanese  c  Tradition

  2. The arrangement that has no binding of 
rules is _____________ .

   a  iniature  b  apanese   c  odern 

  . The traditional flower arrangement : the 
emphasis is on ____________ .

   a  Flowers   b  eaves    c  ccessories  

 e i e e e i e e
e e e

  a  odern arrangement has no bindings of 
rules.

  b  Ikebana emphasi es line and direction.
  c   ow containers are best for dining table.
  d  Traditional flower arrangement uses more 

number of leaves in comparison to the 
number of flowers.

  e  Flower arrangements impart beauty to a 
house.

  S e e i  
i e e i e e ee e i

  a  Traditional and modern flower arrange  
 ment.

  b  ry and miniature flower arrangement. 
 i e e e i
  a  Importance of flower arrangement.
  b  ry arrangement
  c  iniature flower arrangement
  d  Flower ecorations
  e e i
  a  efine flower arrangement. plain the  

 material re uired for flower arrangement.
  b  efine flower arrangement and describe  

 the various types of flower arrangement.

	 ec i e
  a  Try out various types of flower 

arrangement.
  b  ollect pictures of various types of 

flower arrangements and prepare a 
scrape book.

  c  ollect pictures of various materials 
used for flower arrangements and 
prepare a scrape book.



e ci e
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 .  efinition, oncept and Importance
 .2 lants used in andscaping
 .  itchen gardening

 Do you  k n ow ? : What is landscaping and kitchen garden

very human being is nature loving. When 
people are surrounded by greenery, beautiful 
trees, flowers, lawns they e perience a different 
kind of joy and happiness. To e perience this 
beautiful nature, many people go for vacations 
once or twice a year to a hill station or the 
places where they can enjoy the beauty of 
nature. andscaping and gardening plays an 
important role to create the beauty of nature 
around the house or our workplace and to enjoy 
benefits of nature.

efi i i cep p ce

 e i c

andscaping makes a huge difference to 
the house and it tells the world a lot about the 
family. The plant structures that surround the 
home reflect the taste of the family. The word 
landscape was first used by a utch artist in the 

th century when painting beautiful outdoor 
scenery.  landscaper is the one who plans and 
designs a garden of any si e and shape to create 
beauty and ambience. 

ven a small landscape garden in front or 
in backyard of a house gives a fresh and vibrant 
look to the house. This space is loved by all the 
family members as well as the guests. This is 
the space where the family spends uality time 
together in early morning or evening.

efi i i
 . andscaping involves creating a plan or 

picture for an aesthetically pleasing outdoor 

area with the use of grasses, plants, trees, 
flowers, water features, stones, fences, 
planting beds etc.

 2. andscaping is a place where trees, lawns 
and shrubs are planted. pecific arrangement 
of pathways, furniture, flower beds, water 
features and fences is known as landscape.

p ce c pe
andscaping is important in many ways. It 

creates a joyful environment around the home 
and buildings. ven a small garden can enhance 
the look and increase resale value of the home. 

co friendly landscaping can benefit the 
environment in many ways.

Do you  k n ow ? 
ow important is gardening from health point 

of view

  a  Working in the garden burns calories and 
helps a person to remain fit and fine.

  b  It helps the family members to connect 
with the nature. 

  c  Few minutes of gardening in outdoor can 
improve the mood of a person and make 
the person joyful. 

  d  ardening supports the physical wellbeing 
and helps to improve muscle strength and 
co ordination in movement.

  e  onnecting with nature makes the person 
stress free. 

c i c pi  
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 Do you  k n ow ? 
 It is important for environment too.  

  a   twenty five feet tall tree in garden 
can help to reduce overall environmental 
temperature by  percent.

  b  itchen wastes can be used to make 
compost and fertili ers.

  c  Water from kitchen can be effectively 
used in the garden.

i ec ic e e i c e i c pe

The objects articles commonly used in 
landscaping are as follows : 
  a  rass, lants, Flowers, Water, tones, 

ompound etc.
  b  ld junk like bicycle, wooden benches, 

wooden drums,
  c  ld kettles can be used for planting 

flowering or ornamental plants

e i c pi

e i c

The types of plants used in andscaping 
are basically classified into Indoor plants and 
outdoor plants. 

Indoor lants and utdoor lants are 
mainly differentiated by temperature tolerance. 

   Indoor plants need less or no sun light 
for growth and sustainability. They can 
grow inside a house that means indoors.

   utdoor plants re uire sun light and can 
tolerate harsh weather. 

 
utdoor lants commonly used in 

landscaping and generally found in India are :
ose plant, ogan elia, all types of ilies, 

arigold, ibiscus, ubber tree, ifferent types 
of succulents, ulmohar, hrism tree, hampa

hafa,  otus for water bodies, different types 
of grass for lawns, etc. 

There are many types of plants which can 
be grown  used in landscaping as outdoor plants. 
The type of plant which can be planted outdoor 
depends on availability of space, type of soil, 
and weather conditions. 

These plants need less or moderate sunlight 
and can be grown indoors. They can be kept 
occasionally in windows where moderate 
sunlight is available throughout the day.

i c pi

Spi e The plant got this uni ue name 
due to its uni uely shaped leaves, which dangles 
like spiders on a web. This beautiful plant fights 
against ben ene formaldehyde, carbon mono ide 
and ylene, a solvent used in leather, rubber and 
printing industries. 

S ippe c i  This plant will bring 
the beautiful and positive atmosphere to the 
house. These orchids have unusual slipper shape 
that bloom from between two leaves. It has dark 
green leaves which add to beauty of the plant. 

pecial care should be taken while watering this 
plant. If the water has chemicals then, allow 
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it to stay for a few days in a container before 
using it. Water it once a week. lace the plant 
in shade in such a way that it has access to 
direct sunlight. 

i  It can be grown easily and re uires 
little or no maintenance. This plant has many 
medicinal properties. In addition, it helps to 
purify the air and improves the uality of air. 
It can be planted in a simple pot. It has got 
religious and traditional values.

e e  This plant is very useful. It purifies 
air and it can cures cough and cold. It is good 
for hair growth. It also helps to improve 
comple ion. This plant should be watered only 
when the soil in the pot is dry. eep this plant 
in a sunny window. It will not grow if it is kept 
in shade.  fter planting it, wait for couple of 
days to settle the roots then water the plant.  

ce  This plant usually grows twelve feet 
high and can grow without sunlight. This plant 
can be kept at a place where ample space is 
available.  ne can control its height by cutting. 

ew leaves will sprout below the cut ones in a 
few weeks. It needs moist soil. ver watering or 
poor drainage will lead to yellow leaves in the 
plant. It is advisable to place it near a window.
eepi i  This belongs to the family of 

Ficus benjamina. It is a species of flowering 
plant. This plant helps to reduce gaseous 
discharge from curtains, carpets and furniture.
S e  This plant helps to purify air 
in bathrooms. It filters out formaldehydes, used 
in soaps, shampoo and other products. It is one 
of the air purifying plants identified by . 
This lant can be grown easily without taking 
much care. 

ee  ome varieties of palm tree can 
be used as indoor plants for e ample, hinese 
fan palm, areca palm, parlour palm, ponytail 
etc.  This plant can be kept anywhere in direct 
sunlight. It adds dense greenery to the interiors.

S
N o. i

1.

pider lant

2.

ady s  lipper 
 rchid

3.

Tulsi

4.

loe era

5.

raceans

6.

Weeping Fig.

7.

nake plant

8.

alm tree
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i c e e i
ow a days, families focus to plan lunch 

or dinner by considering nutritive value of 
ingredients used.  kitchen garden, which is also 
known as vegetable garden , is a simple way 
to improve uality of food prepared in homes. 

efi i i
itchen garden is defined as : The place 

where vegetables, fruits and herbs are grown 
at home which is used in kitchen.

cep i e i e   person can 
e perience the joy of freshly picked and grown 
vegetables. uch organically fresh grown 
vegetables help to improve the health of family 
members. The importance of kitchen garden is 
valued in many ways.  kitchen garden ensures 
an ine pensive, regular and handy supply of fresh 
vegetables which is basic to nutrition. reen 
vegetables contain vitamins and minerals which 
protects us against diseases. itchen garden also 
saves the home from food shortage. 

i i
Importance of kitchen garden.

   It provides better uality and more nutritious 
food.

   ll fruits and vegetables grown in the 
kitchen garden are easily grown by the 
family members themselves. 

   se of organic waste matter from kitchen 
as fertili er can help to reduce the pollution 
and create environment friendly atmosphere.

   It gives space for both children and adults 
to spend time together. 

   itchen garden can help to increase the 
vegetable consumption of kids in the family.

   It gives opportunity to work on the land and 
to learn about the local environment.

    garden can teach the family members 
to love the nature, create an interest in 
conservation and respect life. 

   itchen garden helps to save money. In less 
investment, family can plant vegetables, 
herbs and fruits of their choice which are 
otherwise e pensive in the market.

   It also purifies the air around us. lants take 
carbon dio ide and give out o ygen which 
is very good for people.

   itchen garden helps to lower the temperature 
and keep the house cool and bree y. 

   It brings positivity to the house as the well 
maintained garden is pleasing to everybody.      
When flowers are added with vegetable the 
garden looks more beautiful.

   egetable and fruit peels coming from 
kitchen can be recycled for making compost.

  Fruits and vegetables grown in this garden 
are tastier than those available in the market.

e e e
uidelines for itchen arden :

		 hoose an open sunny field to saw the 
seeds in the garden for doing the plantation 
because tall trees obstruct the sunlight.

  For sowing the seeds, the rows should be in 
north and south direction to allow ma imum 
sunlight.

	  There is a need to see that easy access to 
water hose is provided. Try to collect the 
rain water. 

		 ollect seeds instead of plants from store for 
developing the garden.

		It is better to survey the market for selection 
of plants to fulfil the family needs.

	 erbs grown in e cess can be dried and 
processed for further use. 

e p c i i c e
e e Tomatoes, otatoes, adish, eas, 

arrot, pinach, Fenugreek leaves, hillies, 
emon, inger, abbage, auliflower,  apaya 

etc. 
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i e e e i i c e e

e e e e Tips for itchen arden

i ip i c e e

p e S i e p i i p

e ee e e
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e e i ie
Find out use of gardening tools from internet.

i c e i c e e i

	  andscapes and gardens make the 
surroundings of a house beautiful.

  andscape garden is a place where the whole 
family can spend uality time together as 
it s a functional space.

		Working in a garden helps people to stay 
healthy and fit.

	 andscaped garden and kitchen garden 
helps to purify the air around the house.

  The difference between an indoor plant 
and outdoor plant mainly has to do with 
temperature tolerance of plant.

		 itchen gardens provide good uality and 
more nutritious vegetables and fruits and 
saves money.

ec

e ci e

	 ec i e e i
ip e c ice e i

  . ulmohar is an _____________ lant.
   a  utdoor  
   b  indoor    
   c  shrub

  2. pade is a _____________ .
   a  lant      
   b  Tool       
   c  Type of soil

  . The plant _______ has medicinal 
properties.

   a  alm tree 
   b  rchids   
   c  Tulsi

  .  twenty five feet tall tree can reduce 
overall temperature by ________ percent.

   a         
   b       
   c  
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 S e e i
i e e

  a. andscape
  b. itchen garden
  c. ealth benefits of working in kitchen 

garden.
e e i i ie

  a. ist out the tools used in garden and state 
why they are helpful.

  b. Why is loe era considered an important 
plant  Why is it kept in a house

efi e e i e  
  a. andscaping   b. itchen garden
  c. Indoor plants   d. utdoor plants

  e e i
  a. Write in detail the guidelines for kitchen 

garden.

  b. Illustrate the indoor and outdoor plants.
  c. Which vegetables and fruits we can be 

grown in kitchen garden  ow are they 
helpful

e e i ie
ec  ake a scrap e book of

beautiful landscape gardens and kitchen
gardens.
Find out pictures of landscapes and kitchen
gardens and take prints.

  a  ake kitchen garden as group project in 
your college  school.

  b  isit a nearby plant nursery or kitchen 
garden, observe variety of plants for 
indoor and outdoor gardens and write a 
report. 
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 10.1 Meaning, importance and types of household cleaning  
 10.2 Equipments used in household cleaning
 10.3 Cleaning Regents

Let's Discuss :
Home is an integral part of family’s life. Any kind of house will require proper care and 

maintenance. Household cleaning is an important aspect of taking care of house. It is an important 
house hold activity, which requires a lot of time and efforts. 

efi i i e i
S e efi e e c e i
e c e i i e e ie

c ie i e ie e
Cleaning is the process of removing 

unwanted things such as dust and dirt and 
using various cleaning methods and techniques 
to enhance the beauty and hygiene. 

Sherry opines that household cleaning is the 
easiest way of achieving beauty and hygiene.

Further discussion will explain the 
importance of household cleaning. 

e e e
	 	 Cleaning is closely related to hygiene. 

The diseases easily spread if there is dust 
and dirt. To control spread of infectious 
diseases, cleanliness of every room is 
very important.

   Cleaning adds to the aesthetic value of 
the house. Addition of costly items will 
not always enhance the beauty; on the 
other hand low priced but clean items 
if properly arranged can have more 
aesthetic value.

   Frequent cleanliness helps in maintenance 
of a house. Good maintenance makes 
increases the life of houses. It make 
the house feasible to stay in working 
condition become safe for use.

e e i  

pe e e i

Daily Cleaning Periodical Cleaning

Weekly Cleaning

Fortnight Cleaning

Monthly Cleaning

Yearly Cleaning

Occasional Cleaning

  Cleanliness leads to proper arrangement of 
things and helps to keep things in a tidy 
manner. Habits of cleanliness indirectly lead 
to convenient arrangement in the house.

  Effects of cleanliness are visible. Clean house 
creates a particular impression on viewers 
mind and that help to gain social standards. 

 	A home maker gets pleasure and satisfaction 
from keeping her house clean and beautiful.

Types of household cleaning 
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  i e i  Daily cleaning includes 
sweeping, mopping of floors, dusting of 
surface, tiding up of the objects in every 
room, cleaning of carpets with brush, 
shaking of curtains and making of beds. 
In kitchen cooking areas, sink should be 
cleaned daily. If the house is situated near 
main road or in dusty area, sweeping and 
dusting should be done twice a day.

  e i ic e i  Includes the 
following cleaning methods : 

   ee e i  Cleaning done 
once in a week is called weekly 
cleaning. Sunday or off day once in 
a week is very suitable for weekly 
cleaning. It is more elaborate than 
daily cleaning. For example, cleaning 
of window and door panel, courtyard, 
kitchen, refrigerator, porch and garage 
can be performed weekly. 

   i e i  It means 
thorough cleaning done once in 
fifteen days. Fortnightly cleaning of 
the house is very needed to maintain 
a house in a good condition. This will 
include removal of cobwebs, dusting 
of furniture, wall cleaning and floor 
cleaning. 

   c e i  All the cleaning 
which cannot be done every day or 
every week can be done monthly. 
For example, cleaning of fan, tube 
lights, removing cobwebs, cleaning 
and rearranging all the shelves, racks, 
cleaning of refrigerator, rearranging 
of cupboards, washing of curtains 
or changing them can be done every 
month.   

   e Se e i  Yearly 
cleaning schedule should be followed 
to give new look to the home. This 
will include painting the house, 

cleaning all the rooms by removing 
the furnishing and rearranging them. 
If required pest control is also carried 
out in this cleaning. Usually, yearly 
cleaning requires a week. If work is 
distributed among the members of the 
family the job can simplified. In most 
of the families this is practiced during 
Diwali season. 

   e cc i e i  Occasional 
cleaning is carried out by families 
prior to certain ceremonies, such as 
wedding, birthday party etc. 

 e i
 Observe the cleaning methods used in your 
homes and classify thyem.   

c i i ie pe c e i

Daily cleaning

Occasional cleaning

 ip e e i c e i  
 There are various equipments used for 

household cleaning. These are classified in two 
groups.

List them out in the following table.

ec ic ec ic
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i e i ip e

ec ic e ip e
   This is the most commonly 

used equipment for cleaning. Brooms 
are available in different shapes, sizes 
and materials. They are usually made of 
dried branches, plastic wires or sticks, 
palm leaves etc. They are useful in 
sweeping dust from floors, courtyards, 
stairs etc. The stick brooms can be used 
for washing and cleaning bathrooms. 
Brooms come with short handles and 
long handles. The ones with long handles 
are better and easier to use. 

  2) Brushes : Brushes are available in 
different sizes, shapes and materials. They 
can be made of plastic, nylon, metal, 
coconut fiber or animal hair as bristles. 
They are useful in cleaning dry as well 
as wet dirt. There are separate brushes 
for washing floors, tiles etc. For cleaning 
toilet, specially shaped brushes with long 
handles are available. After cleaning, the 
dry brushes should be shaken and the wet 
brushes should be washed and kept clean. 
There should be proper arrangement for 
keeping these brushes.

  3) Dusters : Dusters are made of strong 
cotton fabric and used for wiping or 
cleaning different surfaces. There should 

be separate duster for each activity for 
example; furniture cleaning, dining table, 
kitchen platform, gas stove, utensils, 
polishing mirror and glass panels etc. 
For each type of cleaning separate duster 
should be used. Readymade dusters are 
available in all sizes and shapes. All types 
of dusters require washing and drying 
because unless they are clean themselves, 
they will not be able to clean any surface. 

  ppe  Mop clothes are kinds of 
dusters used specifically for mopping 
of floors of different areas. These are 
made of thicker but loosely woven and 
absorbent fabric. Wet mopping of floor 
should be done by using clean water, 
changing the water after mopping each 
room. We can use cleaning liquids 
available in the market.

    Now a days, readymade moppers, 
made of different materials and different 
handle sizes are available. They cover 
larger area, are more effective, easier to 
clean and last longer.

   These are made of variety 
of materials like plastic, steel, iron etc. 
Dust pans are useful in collecting dust 
from each room after sweeping. The 
front edge should touch the floor so that 
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all the dust can get collected easily and 
also it should not be sharp. 

  i  This is required to collect 
the dirt and waste of entire household. 
An old box or bucket can be used for 
this purpose. But nowadays, plastic 
dustbins of all sizes, shapes and colors 
are available in market.

    Dust bin can be placed in more than 
one place in the home. It is advisable to 
have at least two dust bins. One for dry 
dust and waste and other for wet waste. 
These should be kept clean after use.

c e e

i

   Vacuum Cleaner works on the principle 
of creation of vacuum. The word vacuum means 
a totally empty space with not even air present 
in it. Vacuum has to be created. Air will always 
be attracted towards vacuum, because nature 
does not leave any vacuum. This is the basic 
of the working of vacuum cleaners.
   i cip e  The vacuum cleaner works 

on the principle of creating vacuum 
artificially. The vacuum cleaner sucks 
air from the surface to be cleaned, trying 
to create vacuum and in the process, air 
being sucked at a fast speed. The dust 
and small wet particles get collected 
inside the vacuum cleaner.

   c e e  Some 
basic  parts are seen in all types of 
vacuum cleaners.

    This is the total vacuum cleaner, 
inside which all the machinery and parts 
are present. It is made up of chromium 
and is lined with rubber. Usually, there 
are wheels at the lower side, so that it 
can easily be moved from one place to 
another. 

  	 e It helps in lifting and moving 
the vacuum cleaner. It is made up of 
metal and rubber. It helps in lifting and 
moving the vacuum cleaner from one 
place to another.

  	S i c  The operator holds the nozzle 
bar by hand so it becomes difficult for 
to bend down every time to switch the 
machine on and off.  So the switch is 
located in such a place that it can be 
conveniently operated by foot while 
using the vacuum cleaner. 

  	 ec ic  The motor is 
needed to run the fan inside. This fan is 
situated at the back of the motor. It acts 
as an exhaust fan and sucks the air with 
force thus creating a vacuum. 

  	  The air and dust sucked by the fan, 
comes into this bag, which is made of 
porous cloth. It retains the dust but lets 
out the sucked air. This bag is required 
to be emptied and cleaned from time to 
time. If it gets very solid it has to be 
replaced. 

  	 e  This is the operative part 
of the machine. Different kinds and 
sizes of nozzles are provided with the 
vacuum cleaner to clean different kinds 
of surfaces. Nozzle comes directly in 
contact with the surface to be cleaned. 

  	 e ipe  This is a thick hollow pipe. 
Its one end is connected to the machine 
and the other one is attached to the 
nozzles. The air and dirt which is sucked, 
goes through this hose to the bag inside. 
Most of machines come with more than 
one hose having different lengths to make 
it convenient for user to clean nearby 
surfaces as well as for reaching surfaces 
that are far off.

  	 i e  Insulated wire of convenient 
length is provided with the machine. It’s 
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one end is attached to the machine and 
the other end is connected through a plug 
to the electric supply.

e e c c e e

e e e i

   Before starting the cleaning work select 
a suitable nozzle. 

   The vacuum cleaner is then connected to 
electric supply.

   According to the type of cleaning, the 
speed of machine should be controlled 
by using a switch which is provided for 
particular function.

   The suction machine sucks the dust and 
dirt with the help of nozzle.

   In different cleaning machines, various 
attachments are given in such a way that 
air blows through the nozzle. So that 
some surface can be cleaned better. 

   In recent trends, wet and dry vacuum 
cleaners are available in the market.

   The wet vacuum cleaner cleans the floor, 
tanks etc.

   When the surface gets cleaned the 
machine should be switched off.

   All the surfaces are cleaned in the same 
manner using appropriate nozzle and 
hoses.

   After cleaning, the electric supply should 
disconnected.

   The nozzle and hoses should be separated 
out from the machine.

   The sack which is inside of vacuum 
cleaner is to be emptied.

   After disassembling all the parts of 
vacuum cleaner, keep it safe and in 
proper place by covering it with a cover.

e c c e e

e e i c

	 Before using the machine, all instructions 
should be read and understood perfectly. 
The nozzle should be kept away from the 
body, hair or clothes, when the machine is 
being used.

	 A person should not touch the vacuum 
cleaner with the wet hand.    

	 If there are cracks or disorders in the insulated 
wire, it should be replaced immediately.

		The electric supply should be switched off 
and machine should be disconnected when 
cleaning is completed.

		The sack bag should be cleaned when it is 
full of dust.

	 If sharp objects like nail, pins etc. are sucked 
by the machine, it may tear the bag. Hence 
care needs to be taken.

	 The machine should be kept out of reach of 
the children.

e i e e

e i

Cleaning reagents are substances usually in 
the form of liquid, powders and spray which are 
used to remove dirt, including dust, stain, bad 
smell and clutter from the surface. Germicidal 
liquids are commonly used to remove micro-
organisms.

Purpose of use of cleaning agents includes 
maintaining health and beauty, removing 
offensive odor and avoiding the spread of dust 
and dirt which spoil the environment.

Apart from different types of equipment, a 
number of reagents are required for the purpose 
of cleaning. 
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e
p e e e i e e

The important reagents are as follows :
	 	 e  Water is naturally available in two 

forms soft water and hard water. Water is 
most commonly used as a basic element 
for cleaning. Wet cleaning is not possible 
without it. It is a universal solvent and 
hence can dissolve most of the dust and 
dirt in itself. It usually does not react with 
any surface and is quite safe to use.

   S p  Soaps are usually used to clean 
household utensils. These are of two 
types; liquid and bar. Now-a-day, they 
are added with some fragrance. Soaps are 
also used for cleaning clothes.

	 	 e e e  Detergents are mostly 
available in powder as well as in liquid 
form. They are commonly used for 
washing clothes. Fabric whitener is added 
in some percentage in detergents to make 

white clothes more white. Detergents also 
are added with fragrance. Detergents are 
helpful for removal all types of stains for 
example oil, food, sweet, blood or any 
soiled cloths.

    Different soap powders are available 
in market for various types of cleaning. 
Particular chemicals are usually added 
to these powders e.g. bleaching, foam 
stabilizer etc. While using these, 
instructions which are given on the 
packet, should be read carefully and 
followed strictly. 

   e ici e i i  Keeping all family 
members free from disease is the main 
objective of every home maker. All 
germicidal and phenolic compounds help 
to kill the bacteria and microorganisms on 
all the surfaces in kitchen, bathroom and 
other room in the home. So from hygienic 
point of view germicide liquids play  
an important role in household cleaning.

e e e c e i e c e i

e e e

Sr. e i ic e
e e e

1. Stainless Steel Water and Soap  Abrasives
2. Brass Tamarind and Salt. Lemon or Vinegar, 

powder or liquid for polishing
Only water and soap

3. Iron Tamarind or Lemon with abrasives. Allowing to remain wet
4. Copper Tamarind or lemon with salt, polishing 

powder
Only soap and water

5. Aluminum Hot water and soap Lemon or Vinegar, 
if stained

Brick Powder

6. Earthen ware Plain water Abrasives

7. Silver Ritanuts, toothpaste silver for polishing Abrasives

8. China Clay Hot water and soap Ash, bricks powder
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Sr. e i ic e
e e e

9. Wooden items Proper dusting Allowing to remain wet 
polishing with varnish etc.

10. Plastic items Soap and Water. 
If sticky/wet it and rub salt or apply 
kerosene and keep in air.

Abrasives

11. Glassware, oven 
and top of costly  
utensils

Soap, detergent and stain proof cleansing 
agents

Amonia and Baking soda.

  Household cleaning is an important part 
of daily life needed to keep air and 
environment clean and healthy.

  Cleanliness helps in removing dust and 
maintaining hygiene.

  Cleaning leads to nice arrangement and 
new look for the house. Due to this home 
makers has keep nice health.

  Cleaning is divided into two types :

  a) Daily Cleaning  b) Periodical Cleaning
  Equipments using for cleaning are 

classified into :
  a) Electrical     b) Non-Electrical
  Cleaning agents like water, soap, 

detergents, germicide liquids etc are 
useful in household cleaning.

	 ec i e e i
ip e c ice e i

  1. Type of cleaning which is done in every 
fifteen days is called ____________ . 

   a) Daily 
   b) Monthly 
   c) Fortnight
  2. The cleaning done for the function of 

marriage is called _________________ .
   a) Periodically 
   b) Monthly 
   c) Occasional
  3. Effective cleaning of the fabric can be 

increased by using ______________.
   a) Soap 
   b) Detergent 
   c) Built Soap

 S e e e e i e e
e e e

  1. Cleanliness and health are closely related 
to each other.

  2. Electrical cleaning equipments are costly.
  3. Weekly cleaning is more elaborate than 

daily cleaning.
  4. The kitchen and dining table dusters 

should be separate.
  5. Long handle brooms are better to use 

than small handle brooms.
  6. Changing the water after mopping each 

room helps in better cleaning.

  S e e i
i e e e i  

  1. Cleaning adds to aesthetic value of the 
house.

ec

Exercise
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  2. Cleanliness is closely related to hygiene.
  3. To give new look to the house can be an 

objective of yearly cleaning.
  4. It is advisable to have at least two dust 

bins in a house.

 i e e i e e ce e ee e
i   

  1. Soaps and Detergents.
  2. Mops and Dusters.

  e e i  
  1. Write the meaning of household cleaning 

and explain the importance of daily 
cleaning in our life.

  2. Write the definition of household cleaning 
and explain the types in detail.

	 ec
 1. Plan the work of household cleaning 

for your house. According to this plan  
calculate the time required for daily 
household cleaning. 

 2. Prepare the list of equipments used for 
cleaning purpose in rural and urban  
cities. 

 3. List out the type of cleaning agents used 
for various types of cleaning. 

 4. Prepare a cleaning agent at home and 
write a report of the contents and  
method.
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C hap ter -  2
F ac tor s M ot ivat in g M an age m en t

1. a) Observe and identify your values by 
using self evaluation methods.

 b) List the various values within you as an 
individual.

 c) Note down the observed values as 
intrinsic and extrinsic values.

 d) Conclude the activity by giving reasons, 
why these are your values.

2. a) Observe and identify your goals.
 b) List the various goals within you as an 

individual.
 c  lassify the observed and identified 

goals as individual goals, group goals 
and habitual goals.

 d) Conclude the activity by giving reasons 
for identifying as an individual goal, 
group goal and habitual goal.

3.  a) Observe and identify family standards.
 b) List out the various standards.
 c  lassify the observed and identified 

standards as conventional, fle ible and 
individual standards.

 d) Conclude the activity by giving reason 
for classifying under conventional, 
fle ible and individuals standards.

4. a  Identify conventional  fle ible  individual 
standards observed in society.

 b) Classify them into various types of 
standards.

 c) Find out the reasons why these standards 
are followed by the society.

 d) Write  down the reasons for change in 
the standards of the families.

R el at ed  A ctivi ties

C hap ter -  3
M an age m en t Proc ess 

1. Use the management process for organizing a 
party for celebrating your friend' s birthday:

 a)  Pl an n in g :
  i) Decide the date, time and place for 

the party.
  ii) Decide the friends to be invited.
  iii) Take a decision about the gift to be 

given on behalf of the group.
 b ) C on trol l in g :
  i) Check whether the date, time and 

place are suitable for everyone.
  ii) If not, make a change by discussing 

with all other members.
  iii) Take a new decision regarding the 

date, time and place to suite everyone.
 c) Eval uat ion  :
  i) Take a review of the successfulness 

of the party.
  ii) Find out whether the new decision 

regarding he change in date, time 
and venue turned out to be good for 
everyone.

  iii) If some similar event is to be planned 
for future, what things would you 
keep in mind?

C hap ter -  4 
Decision  M ak in g  

1. a) Observe and write down habitual and 
intellectual decisions of family.

 b) Observe and write down various family 
decisions classify into types of decisions.
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 c) Conclude the types of decisions by giving 
reasons, why some of these decisions are 
changed. 

2. a) Observe and write down the individual 
decisions and group decisions of friends 
of your age

 b) List which of them are taken easily.
 c) Conclude which type of decisions are 

easy to take.

C hap ter -  5 
F am il y R esou rces 

1. List out human and non-human resources 
available to your family.

 a) Observe the resources available to 
family. 

 b) List out the observed resources. 
 c) Classify the listed out resources. 
 d) Identify the usefulness and interrelation-

ship of resources.
 e) Draw the conclusion.

2. Observe the various community services 
available at your city and analyze its 
usefulness to people.

 a) Observe the various community services 
available to you and your family. 

 b) List out the community services.  
 c) Identify the usefulness and interrelation-

ship of available services.
 e) Draw the conclusion.

C hap ter -  6 
F am il y H ou sin g  

Q . 1. Observe various houses in your locality, identify their types and write about the similarities 
and differences :

H om e 
N um b er T yp e Sim il ar ities w ith the 

ot her hou ses
Poi n ts of   

d if f eren tiat ion

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

Q . 2. earch for pictures of co Friendly ouses  on the internet. ownload at least five of them 
and stick those in a register. Record the features observed in them using the following table :

Sr. N o. I tem Descrip tion
1. Material  used for construction

2. Plantation

3. Use of lighting system

4. Water supply system
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Sr. N o. Item Description

5. Drainage system

6. Waste disposal system

7. Any other

O as is

W at er

C ros s cut

e e U se of  l eave s

C hap ter -  7 
H om e F urn iture

1. Collect pictures of new trends in furniture.
 a  aste all the pictures in a file according 

to various rooms.
 b) Write the name of each furniture.
 c) Write about the use and care of each 

furniture.
2. Collect pictures showing furniture arrange-

ments in various rooms.
 a) Write down in brief about the principles 

of furniture arrangement observed in the  
pictures.

3. Prepare homemade liquid and solid  wooden 
polish. 

4. Prepare another type of homemade polish.

C hap ter -  8 
F l ow er A rran ge m en t an d  Decor at ion s 

1.  reparing various types of flower 
arrangement : 

  M at erial  : arious types of flowers, leaves, 
pots, oasis, scissor, rubber, pins, sticking tape 
etc.

  A ctivi ty : 

   Select the required fresh, attractive half-
bloomed flowers for e ample : erbera, 
Rose, Rajanigandha, Gladiolia etc.)

   Select the leaves of various types and 
shapes. hape the leaves as per flower 
arrangement.

   Put the oasis in a pot and pour water in 
it until the oasis gets soaked completed.

   elect big dark coloured flowers and 
use them in the centre of the flower 
arrangement.

   se flowers in odd numbers.

   ut leaves behind and around the flowers.

   If stems of flowers and leaves are not 
erect then straighten then by giving 
support of other stems using sticking 
tape.

   Use small leaves or grass to hide oasis.

   In order to keep flower arrangement 
fresh and long lasting, use any one of the 
substance like salt, sugar, borax, expired 
tablet, ice cubes, charcoal.

   When the flower arrangement is ready 
place a small mat under the flower pot. 
Accessories like a lamp, candle, coloured 
stones, sea shells, pearls can be used by 
the side of the flower arrangement.

  ive a suitable name to the flower 
arrangement.
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T rad itio n al  F l ow er 
A rran ge m en t

Jap an ese F l ow er  
A rran ge m en t

M od ern  F l o w er 
A rran ge m en t

Dry F l ow er 
A rran ge m en t

M in iat ure F l ow er A rran ge m en t

2.  ollect the pictures of various flowers and 
leaves and make a scrapbook by sticking 
them in a notebook.

3.  repare various types of  flower arrange-
ment click pictures and stick the photo-
graph in the following blocks.

4. repare material for dry flower arrange
ment. 

  e  ry the available flowers. 
Clean them. colour them or keep them as 
they are.

  Leave s : Clean and dry the cycas, palm 
or other  leaves. Give shape of your 
choice, colour them or keep them as they 
are. Golden, silver or other colours can 
be used.

  O ther d ry p l an ts : Whole surgarcane 
flowers dried , cotton, pots, cones of 
awar and millet, tree trunks.

  O ther m at erial  : Stones of various 
shapes, sea shells, paper flowers, cloth 
flowers, plastic flowers etc.  

C hap ter -  9
 I n trod uction  to La n d scap in g  
 a)   Prep ar e a scrap b ook  of  l an d scap in g  an d  

k itchen  gar d en .
  i) Collect the pictures of landscaping/

kitchen garden.
  ii) Label the pictures for appropriate 

identification.
  iii) Describe or explain each picture to 

pinpoint the uniqueness or speciality.

 b ) M ak e a l ittl e k itchen  gar d en  as  a gr ou p  
p roj ect/ A ctivi ty in  you r col l ege / school  :

  i) Can sow the seeds of coriander in small 
pots.

  ii) Can sow onion, potato, ginger in small 
pots which are easy to sow and to take 
care. 

    For sowing seeds and potatoes plastic 
tray measuring 18 inch by 12 inch, with 
6 inch depth can be used. These are 
easy to carry and for display.)

  iii) Make a chart of different types of seeds 
used in group Activity. Can put them in 
small transparent packets. With seed' s 
names below. Stick the packets on chart.

 c) V isit a n ear b y p l an t n ursery or  k itchen  
gar d en  an d  ob serve  var iety of  p l an ts f or  
in d oor  an d  ou td oor  gar d en s.

  i)  Make a list of indoor and outdoor plants 
seen in the nursery.

  ii) Write in short what you learnt about 
taking care of these plants. 
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C hap ter -  10 
H ou sehol d  cl ean in g

Prep ar at ion  of  Liq uid  Deterge n t
N ot e : Ratio of ingredients is for 5 litre of water.

Sr.
 N o. I n gr ed ien t Q uan -

tity
1. Water 5 Litre

2. Urea 100 gm

3. Costic Soda 100 gm

4. T. . . Trisodium hosphate 80 gm

5. Acid Slury 500 gm
6. Perfume, colour according to necessity 

liking.

N ot e :   All ingredients should be stired with 
wooden spoon.

    Avoid stiring the sodium by hand.
Proc ed ure :
 1) Take 3 litres of water in a bowl. Add acid 

slury and stire it well with wooden spoon.
 2) Mix costic soda in 2 litres of water.
 3) Solution becomes hot due to costic soda. 

So let the solution cool down for some 
time.

 4) Now mix both the above solution and stir 
it slowly.

 5) To make it more dense add some glauber' s 
salt.

 6) When this solution becomes transparent 
add some colour and perfume.

 7) Fill this solution in suitable bottles and 
store carefully.

Dish w as h l iq uid
N ot e : Ratio of ingredients is for 250 gm/ml of 
liquid dish wash

Sr. N o. I n g red ien ts Q uan tity
1. Alpha 50 gm

2. Scrubbing 
powder

2 gm

Sr. N o. I n gr ed ien ts Q uan tity

3. Water 2  gm  ml

4. Colour according to need

5. Thickner 2 to 3 gm

6. Perfume according to liking

Proc ed ure :
 1) Take 50 gm alpha foam in a bowl.

 2) Add 2 gm of scrubbing powder.

 3) Add some drops of orange perfume.

 4) Add some water.

 5) Stir this mixture till the ingredients are 
properly mixed.

 6) Stir this mixture till it become transparent.

 7) Add some colour according to your choice.

 8) Add some thickner if you want to increase 
density of liquid.

 9) Now jel of dish wash liquid is ready.

T il es C l ean er

Sr. N o. I n gr ed ien ts Quantity

1. Gilaxical Paste 100 gm

2. Water 1100 ml

3. Perfume According to need

4. Colour According to need

Proc ed ure :
 1) Take water in a bowl.
 2) Add glaxical paste. 
 3) Stir the solution slowly. 
 4) Add some colour and perfume and stir it.
 5) Use lemon perfume so that germs in tiles 

and bathroom will be killed.
 6) Pack solution in a bottle with broad mouth.
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 1. A p ar tm en t :  building having number of flats is referred to as an apartment building in 
India. 

	 2. Bun gal ow  : ungalow is generally a small, s uare, single storied housing unit with open 
space on all four sides. In the urban areas bungalows with two stories may be observed.

	 3. C on trol l in g : It is the second step of management process. It means putting the plan into 
action and adjusting the same where necessary. 

	 4. C ot tage  : The term is used to indicate old fashioned, modest, cosy house generally found 
in rural or semi rural areas. ow a days this term indicates a small vacation house. 

	 5. Decisio n  M ak in g : election of a suitable alternative out of the many available, for solving 
the conflict or to deal with a situation.

	 6. H om e M an age m en t : ome management is planning, organi ing, controlling and evaluating 
the use of  resources available to the family for the purpose of attainment of family goals. 

	 7. H ou sehol d  C l ean in g : leaning is the easiest way of achieving beauty and hygiene.	

	 8. H um an  R esou rces : The resources which originate internally and constitute the personal 
characteristics and attributes are known as uman resources.

	 9.  Eco- f rien d l y H ou se : co friendly houses are the houses that are constructed by using 
sustainable technologies in construction, in order to reduce impacts on environment.

 10.  En ergi z in g : It is the first phase of controlling step. It means initiating and sustaining the 
action.

	11. Eval uat ion  : It is the third step in management process. It means taking a review of the 
completed action and getting guidelines for future plans.

	12. F l at  :  flat is a self contained housing unit that occupies only part of a building. 

	13. F l ow ers A rran ge m en t : The art of organising flowers, other plants materials and receptacles 
into compositions having harmony of form, te ture and colour. It s purpose is to add cheer, 
life and beauty to surroundings. 

	14. F urn iture : The movable objects used to make a room or building suitable for living or 
working in.

	15. G en eral  Eval uat ion  : The evaluation that is very casual and subjective. 

 16. G oal s : Tangible things, objectives or aim sets out to accomplish.

G l os sar y
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	17. K itchen  gar d en  : arden where vegetables, fruits are grown at backyard ome .

	18. Lan d scap in g : esigning of outdoor space for a garden.

	19.  M an age m en t : sing what you have to achieve what you want.

 20.  Pl an n in g : It is the first step of management process. 

	21. Pen thou se : enthouse is a separate smaller house  constructed on the roof of an apartment 
building. 

 22. R ow  H ou se : These are single family housing units that are attached to each other by 
common walls. They may be single storied or multi storied in nature and may be found in 
twin or multiple units. 

 23. R esou rces : esources are means which are available and recogni ed for their potential in 
meeting needs.

	24. Specific Eval uat ion  : The evaluation that is done in detail and takes in to consideration all 
different aspects of management is called specific evaluation.

	25. Stan d ar d s : ccepted measure of comparison of uantitative or ualitative value.

	26. Stud io A p ar tm en t : It is a tiny flat consisting of various sections in the same room having 
no barrier of walls or divisions. The same room could be used by an individual for carrying 
out various activities. 

	27. U p hol sterin g : enerally, because of hardness wooden and other material furniture may not 
be found comfortable to use and hence it is finished with cushioned surface. This is called 
upholstering.

	28. V al ue :  belief or conviction held very strongly by a person.
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